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Preamble
Education, by its very nature, is about change. It is therefore crucial that IJSI' is
not simply just a spcctator, but an active participant in the process of changc. It would
be a serious error of judgement to assume that the i~istitutionwill be shielded fro111
regional and global changes that are taking place in thc tertiary education scctor
generally. Member countries of the Iinivcrsity will need to cnsurc that their priorities,
values, assumptions, organisational structures, current and future technology, and
quality controls can co~itributcto a successSu1 future for USJ' as well as to thcir own
national education structures.
That there are no roads maps to the future presents member governments and
USP with a unique opportunity to map out thcir own. To chart a course that will
achieve our collective purpose anci is fi~iancialiyresponsible, we must first not only
understand ourselves, but also the likely trends in the external environnlent in which
universities are expected to operate. And as USP nears thc beginning of thc 21st
century and its fourth decade of scrvice to the region, it is opportune to pose the
question of whether its course offerings, research and consultancy activities are still
respo~idi~ig
effectively and efficiently to the real nceds of its meniher states.
While another regional "1:uture 1)irectionsm conferctice similar to that held in
Suva in 1983, was possible, the University was ofthe view that it would be inadequate
for the purpose, given the changes in its clients' base. A minimum requircnicnt for such
a conference would be participation by large numbers of government departments,
statutory bodies and private concerns usually interested in the service? of the University.
Clcarly, this was not feasible because of resource and time constraints. As well, the
University wished to ensure that its strategic planning took account of the train~ng
serviccs offered by national tertlary training institutions, and their rncdium term
developnient plans, in each country.
For these reasons, the decision was taken by the Millisters of Education to hold,
over a period of 12 months, a series of national seminars in education in each of the
University's twelve member states, as part of the process to develop a USP Corporate
I'lan. The format aciopted for the seminars was designed to facilibate maximum local
participation in the preparation of papers, the delivery of these papers, thcir discussion
and analyses, and finally acceptance of decisions concerning their priorities in the
educat~onsector. The ontcome of these discussions and deliberations for Tuvalu, the
seventh in the series of seminars, is recorded in the following pages. It should he
emphasised that the recommendations and proposals reprcscnt the collective w~shesand
aspirations of the local community.
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INTRODUCTION
The Tuvalu seminar was held at the Vaiaku Lagi Hotel over a threeday period from 10-12 June 1997. Its main purposes were for the Tuvalu
community to advise USP of their requirements for future tertiary
education and training, and for all sections of the community to be more
involved in the process of identification, formulation and determination,
particularly of educational policy at the national level.
A total of five papers (see Appendices) were presented representing
the views and aspirations of the public sector, NGOs, post-secondary
institutions, public corporations, and parents and students. At the
conclusion of each paper presentation, rnernbers of the general public were
invited to comment on any aspects of the paper or any other matter they
felt was relevant to the discussion (see Attachment A for seminar
programme). A Panel, comprising of local representatives (names
presented in Attachment B) were then asked to discuss and analyse the
paper, take into account any comments made during the public f o r ~ ~ m
session which they deemed useful, and to prioritise the needs of that
section of the community as they saw them. In both the public forurn and
panel sessions, it was not a requirement to speak in English. Participants
were welcomed to coin~nunicate in their own language and this
opportunity was used by some people.
The final session of the seminar was used to bring together the various
priorities of the sectors involved in a consensus "list of priorities" that
represents the national interest.
This report, then, reflects what the people, Government, and education
authorities see ahead for their national education system, and for their
University, USP.

Summary Record of Seminar
Proceedings
Tuesday 10 June 1997

OPENING
Mr So'otaga Paape welcomed all participants to the seminar. In
I.
particular, he thanlted the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Health
and Hurnan Resource Development, Honorable lonatana Ionatana, for
agreeing to open the seminar given his very busy schedule. Mr Paape then
welcomed Professor Konai Thaman and her team from USP and wished
them an enjoyable stay in Tuvalu. He also acknowledged the presence of
representatives from the local colnmunities before inviting Reverend Eti
Kine, President of Ekalesia Kelisiano Tuvalu, to offer the opening prayer.
2.
Professor Thaman thanked the ifonorable Minister for his presence
and said that the Vice-Chancellor and staff of USP send their best wishes
to the Governrnent and people of Tuvalu for a successful serninar. She
noted that as the University nears the end of its third decade of service to
the region, it was an opportune time to take stock of what has taken place
in the past and consider the path its wished to travel to the 21st century.
Professor 'Thatnan said that in the formative years of the University,
decisions which affected the region's development generally, and
education in particular, were taken by expatriates who may not have
always been fully conversant with the problems and aspirations of the
peoples of the Pacific islands. As the region stands at the door of the 21st
century it was important for their education systems to take into
consideration the unique and vital aspects of their values and cultures
which will assist thern to survive in modern society. Education must
therefore be relevant and meaningful to the circun~stances of each
individual country.

One of the unique characteristics of the University region, Professor
3.
Thaman said, was its diversity: twelve inember countries, each with its
own set of priority needs and aspirations which may not always
correspond to those of other countries. And as the demands on the
University increascd, the reality was that resources available to USP to
cater to these demands have been on the decline in real terms. It was thus
important for the inember countries and the University to ensure that
courses and programmes offered by USP were not only relevant but cost
effective. As well, the seminar presented Tuvalu with the opportunity to
tell the University very clearly, their priorities and needs over the next
decade so that the University can take these into consideration when
formulating its activities for the future. In conclusion, Professor Thaman
noted the important role of all sections of the community being involved in
determining the future directions that their University, USP, should take
over the next ten to fifteen years.
4.
The Honorable Ionatana Ionatana, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Health and Human Resources Development presented the
opening address. Hon. Ionatana thanked all participants for their presence
and said that he was very pleased to have been asked to open the seminar.
He said that the seminar was unique in that the member countries have
rightly decided that all sections of the community should be consulted
regarding future developments for USP. The format of the seminar, the
Minister said, was very appropriate and similar to that employed by
Tuvalu's forefathers and traditional leaders in their own planning. He
went on to express the hope that the discussions over the next three days
would not only benefit Tuvalu and the University but the region as a
whole.

Hon. Ionatana then highlighted areas where he said the University
5.
should focus its attention in the future. First, he stressed the important role
of the University Extension Centre in addressing some of the training and
educational needs of the country. He wanted to see this role expanded and
strengthened in the future. He cited the need for the Centre to offer
science courses as one of the priority areas for Tuvalu at the present time.
In line with this request, it was logical for USP to look very closely at
strengthening staffing at the Centre. The Minister also suggested that the
Centres be allowed to offer programmes up to Diploma level and the

campuses to concentrate more on degree and post-graduate studies. Hon.
Ionatana also referred to the contribution of locally trained seafarers to the
economy of the country and said that this was another area where USP can
assist Tuvalu. The vital role of marine studies in Tuvalu's overall
development was also raised.
6.
The Honorable Minister concluded by reaffirming the Tuvalu
to and support of USP. [Ion.
Government's continued corii~ni~irlznt
lonatana then wished all participants well in their deliberations before
officially declaring the seminar open.

SESSION ONE
PUBLIC SECTOR PAPER: Penehr~roHauma, Director of Education
The public sector paper was presented by Penehuro Haurna. The
7.
Government, according to Mr llauma, fi~llyacknowledged and recogilised
the important role of education as the key to the overall development of
the country. A well educated and qualified work force was essential if
development in vital areas of the economy were to realise their full
potential. Government was therefore committed to the development of
education both at the national level as well as providing the necessary
support in areas that would help improve USP's capacity to respond to
local needs. 'The full text of Mr Hauma's paper has been reproduced in
Appendix 1.
The first issue raised in the public sector paper was the need to
8.
considcr changing the current name of the University. It was argued that
USP was no longer appropriate given that some of its member countries
were from the northern Pacific. Mr Hauma said that the objective of the
proposal was to initiate a serious search for a new name that appropriately
identifies member countries with their University. The following names
were proposed:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Pacific lslands University
University of the Pacific Islands
The University ol'the Pacific Islands
The Central University of the Pacific Islands
The University of Oceania
Combined University of Oceania

The paper then provided information regarding the five Schools of
9.
the University and commented on how each of them could respond to the
region's requirements in the 21st century. In the area of agriculture, Mr
Hauma stated that both Fiji and Tonga have their own national institution
catering to their needs, up to diplollla level. It was proposed that USP's
School of Agriculture should assist in strengthening institutions of this
type at the national level with the objective of upgrading them to a level
where they can offer degree programmes. Once this was achieved, SOA
can then concentrate more on post-graduate studies and research activities.

10. On the School of Humanities, the suggestion was for SOH to make
available through the Centres, an increasing number of its total course
offerings. This in turn wo~tldmean the expansion of facilities at the
' h v a l u Centre to allow more students to enrol in these courses. In the case
of the School of Pure and Applied Sciences and School of Social and
Economic Development, the same request for more courses to be made
available through the distance mode was made. Underlying these
developments geared towards strengthening national institution capacity,
was the issue of accreditation. There was a strong view that USP should
give due recognition to qualifications awarded by national institutions
towards further studies at USP.

1 1 . Mr Hauma said that nearly ten years ago, Tuvalu embarked on the
Education for Life Programme which had helped chart the path for the
national system to follow. The main objective of the Programme was to
restructure Tuvalu's education system so that it can provide quality
education and training accessible to all. It was also important that the
human resources requirements of the nation were taken into consideration.
The public sector paper then highlighted some of the more pressing issues
facing education in Tuvalu. These included:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Curriculuin development
Examinations
Teacher training
Teacher upgrading
Technical education

12. It was noted that the curriculum currently being taught in all primary
and junior secondary schools followed that of Fiji schools. However, most
of these were now being reviewed with the South Pacific Board for
Educational Assessment being involved in the assessment of Form 5 and
Form 6 curricula. The seminar was informed that Tuvalu plans to start its
Form 7 in 1998 and would need assistance in evaluating the relevance to
Tuvalu of curricula used in the other Pacific countries. In the area of
teacher training, Mr Hauma said that there was a shortage of qualified
teachers at all levels from pre-school to secondary school. Because of this,
the Government was planning to establish a Teachers College to train
teachers up to certificate level, with the basic Form 6 pass mark as the
prescribed minimum entry requirement. The assistance of USP in

the school) was cited. The central role of parents in improving students'
performance at all levels was highlighted. It was also pointed out that one
of the important factors affecting student performance was 'culture'.
18. Another contribution from a participant highlighted the fact that
school leavers would continue to experience difficulty after completing
Form 5 especially in gaining access to Form 6 in Fiji or New Zealand. He
said a large majority of Tuvaluan students continue to be required to
repeat Forms 5 and 6, as well as those studying in Form 7 overseas. 13e
asked whether USP could assist in this area.
9
Prof. Thaman responded by saying that most of the University
member countries have developed their own schools up to Forms 6, but
considered Tuvalu as atypical in this regard. She said that USP could help
and cited several ways of addressing this problem. First, the Preliminary
Studies programme (which was equivalent to Form 6) was still on offer by
USP and was available through the exte~isiorimode. Tuvalu could utilise
this option or set up its own Form 6 and purchase the Preliminary
Programme materials for its use. Other options included Tuvalu
developing its own programme, utilising the Pacific Senior Secondary
Certificate (PSSC), or follow Fiji's Form 6 (FSLC) programme. At the
Form 7 level, the University has continued to offer the Foundation
Programme via Extension and Tuvalu could adopt or modify this for its
own use. She cited the case of Tonga where the Methodist Church
currently used the USP Foundation Programme in their high school
(Tupou High School).

20. A participant asked why religiol-r was not offered by the School of
Humanities (as was the understanding when the former School of
Education (SOE) was changed to School of Humanities) and French and
Japanese rather than Pacific languages were offered by USP.
21. In response, Professor Thaman referred to the 1983 Future
Directions Conference when USP was told that the region had enough
teachers and there was no longer a need for a School of Education. The
study of religions was considered important and warranted a separate
course. A course was developed and offered through extension, but
because of low enrolment, had to be reviewed. A Committee was to
undertake this review. Low enrolment was also being experienced with

language courses in Fijian and Hindi. Professor Tharnan expressed the
hope that language courses would eventually be made compulsory for
some University programmes. She said that the Pacific Languages Unit
(PLU) based in Vanuatu was also experiencing similar low levels of
enrolments in its languages courses.

22. Another issue raised during the public forum was the suggestion that
markers might have been too tough, resulting in the observed high failure
rates of Tuvalu secondary students. It was pointed out, however, that at
the Form 5 level, examination papers were being moderated by the South
Pacific Board of Educational Assessment (SPBEA) in Suva. At the Form
6 (PSSC) Icvel, thc examination papers were set by teachers in the region
and marked in one of the participating countries.
23. The issue regarding the importance of trained teachers was again reiterated with a requirement for teachers to be trained to Diploma rather
than Certificate level. However, there was a need for flexibility and for
teachers to be trained to Certificate level first before moving to a higher
level. On the issue of study of religions, it was pointed out that the Pacific
Theological College (PTC) in Suva was involved in theological studies
and not in the study of religions. The lattcr was a totally different area and
one that had a vital role to play in the region's development.
24. The Chairperson thanked all participants and the USP
representatives for their inputs and invited the panel members to give their
comments.

PANEL DISCUSSION
25. Since there were only two panel members, the Chairperson invited
Professor Thainan to give her views on the public sector list of
recommendations identified in the paper. At the outset, Professor Thaman
said that her views were her own and they did not necessarily reflect those
of USP. She agreed with the first recommendation since othcr member
countries of USP were not from the South Pacific. It was also the case that
the Federated States of Micronesia was also considering joining and
currently has students studying on the Laucala campus.
With
recommendation two, Professor Thaman said that perhaps pre-degree
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24. The Chairperson thanked all participants and the USP
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comments.

PANEL DISCUSSION
25. Since there were only two panel members, the Chairperson invited
Professor Thaman to give her views on the public sector list of
recommendations identified in the paper. At the outset, Professor Thaman
said that her views were her own and they did not necessarily reflect those
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reconimendation two, Professor Thaman said that perhaps pre-degree

courses needed to be phased rather than undergraduate courses. The USP
was already considering this but small countries like Tuvalu would still
need some of these courses, particularly in areas, such as TESL, where
there was a demonstrated demand.
26. As far as the expansion of the USP Centre was concerned, the
University had made funds available for upgrading science laboratories.
There was, however, a further problem that needed to be addressed (after
the upgrading of facilities) - the need to ensure that staff in the Centre
knew how to use and maintain these facilities. The USP was also planning
to upgrade teaching staff at the Centres, Professor Thaman said.
27. On collaboration with national institutions, Professor Thaman said
she did not see national institutions as a threat to USP, but a good sign.
She cited several examples where USP was working closely or in the
process of collaborating with national institutions in Fiji, Western Samoa,
Solomon Islands, and Tonga in cross-crediting their programmes andlor
courses. Finally, she expressed the view that Tuvalu could undertake a
Diploma in Education programme, and graduates could be admitted to the
second year of the USP BEd programme.

28. The Chairperson invited comments from panel members. The first
panelist reaffirmed the need to focus on a Diploma and not a Certificate,
but found it difficult to agree with the second recommendation, of phasing
out undergraduate level studies. He said if this recommendation was to
take place the University Centre would no longer be necessary as one of its
main roles was to facilitate the offering of undergraduate courses. He
questioned the likely benefits that would accrue to Tuvalu as a result of
such a change.
29. The last panelist agreed with the proposal to phase out
undergraduate courses and leave national institutions responsible for their
teaching. TTC and TTEC would need help to consolidate all these
courses. He wanted more research in the public sector, tailored to local
conditions, such as the use of coconuts and marine resources. Finally, he
said that changing the University's name was a minor consideration
compared to the issues facing education in Tuvalu, but felt that the use of
"Oceania" might not be relevant. The Chairperson invited comments from
the panelists in response to the Won. Deputy Prime Minister's address

about the need for a Marine Training School in 'l'uvalu and USP's role in
such an initiative.

30. The first panelist said that the type of USI' assistance sought should
be clarified - services or funds. He referred to the USP Continuing
Education programme as one way in which the USP could help. The
second panelist referred to the definite need to upgrade the skills of Tuvalu
seamen and considered this important because of the financial contribution
to the economy by this group. I-Ie also supported the further development
of marine studies given its vital role in the local economy.

3 1. The final speaker agreed with the first panelist that USP had services
to offer but no funds to support the type of training being proposed. Funds
were usually held by other agencies who could be approached to help
Tuvalu. However, some of these aid agencies had their own priorities and
preferred projects for support. The Won. Deputy Prime Minister's address,
according to the last speaker, was not only concerned with a rnarinc
training school but perhaps marine studies in general. In that case, she
drew attention to the USP Marine Studies Programme (MSP), with the
Japanese funding a complex to house the MSP programme at Laucala, and
marine courses bei~igmade available through extension. She reported that
the Institute of Marine Studies (IMR) was under construction in Solomon
Islands, and like other USP Institutes, its activities should focus on
research and consultancy. The Chairperson ended this session by thanking
everyone for participating.
32. The following priority areas were identified as a result of
discussions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Curriculum development.
Examinations.
Teacher training.
Teacher upgrading.
Technical education (construction and building,
catering, and engineering).
Science education.

'I'he following areas were identified as requiring attention by USP:
(

3)

IJSIJ to seriously consider changing its name to reflect
accurately the geography of the countries it serves.

(b)

All pre-degree programmes at USP, be phased out from the
mainstream USI' activities to enable the institution to focus
tnore on research, consultancy and higher degree studies.

(c)

USP Centre to be expanded and strengthened to provide more
equitable and accessible undergraduate programmes locally.

(d)

Closer cooperation between national institutions and USP be
encouragcd.

(c)

The question of accreditation between qualifications awarded
by national institutions towards studies at USP be seriously
addressed.

(1)

Need for IJSP to help with research into appropriate
curriculum for national education systems.

(g)

USP to play an advisory role in the development of Tuvalu's
T E C , 'I'TC, and junior and secondary schools.

SESSION TWO
PUBLIC CORPORATIONS PRESENTATION:
Robert Simpson, Tuvalu Electricity Corporation; Mrs Risasi Finiltaso,
Vaiaku Lagi Hotel; Mr Langitupu Tuilimu, Tuvalu National
Provident Fund.

33. There wcre three presenters for this session. The full text of these
presentation had been reproduced in Appendix 2. Mr Sirnpson began by
informing the seminar of the iliain operations of TEC. These were as a
retailer, contractor and service provider. He then went on to highlight the
priority areas for training as perceived by his organisation, which included:

*

*
*
*
*
*

pure science
computer literacy and application
degree courses in information technology and business
computing
financial accounting
business management
engineering.

Mr Simpson concluded his brief presentation by e~nphasising the
importance of a course on how to manage the changes that were taking
place in Tuvalu.

34. The second presentation was given by Mrs Finikaso. She said that
tourism and the hospitality industry were vital to the economic
development of Tuvalu. She outlined the changes that were taking place
in the tourism sector and said that these should assist in the further
development of the industry. However, she argued that for these
developments to achieve their desired goals, it was vital that the training
requirements for human resource development be realised. Mrs Finikaso
noted that in the past, training in the hospitality industry had been limited
to short-term in-country training at basic and intermediate levels, as well
as supervisory skills. This latter training was undertaken by the Tourism
Council of the South Pacific's mobile training unit. However, the TCSP's
training programme coverage was limited, and the needs of the hospitality
industry in Tuvalu were not being fully met.

3 5 . Mrs Finikaso then identified several areas within the hospitality
iniiustry in Tuvalu where training was required. These included beverage
management, food production, housekeeping, accounting, and
management. Given the importance of the industry to Tuvalu and other
Pacific island countries, Mrs Finikaso argued that there was a need to
consider the devclopmcnt of courses in this area to be offered by USP.
She also requested the University to consider extending the normal
duration of semester courses offered at the Centre to allow staff to
complete the requirements for these courses because of difficulties
experienced by hotel staff in meeting deadlines for assignments. In
conclusion, she urged the Government to reconsider the present
requirement whereby a person needed to pass three courses in a relevant
discipline before they were eligible to be consider for a scholarship award.

36. Mr Tuilimu's presentation was very brief. I-Ie described the role of
the Tuvalu National Provident Fund and said that it had grown since its
establishment in 1984. The role of USP in training staff employed by the
Fund was acknowledged. Mr Tuilirnu highlighted the importance of
Tuvalu maintaining high standards at all levels of its education system. He
went on to say that the Education for Life programme provided the
foundation upon which current developments were based. The Fund's
Corporate Plan, he said, stressed the central role of short and long term
training in meeting the organisation's goals in efficiency, effectiveness and
competitiveness. Mr Tuilimu then identified several areas where he said
the Fund would be focusing its training requirements in the future. These
were in management, accounting studies, and computing science.

PUBLIC FORUM DISCUSSION
37. In response to a question, the TEC representative explained that a
detailed proposal was sent to Government outlining their requirements but
a favourable reply had not been received. It was clarified that Government
had granted a study award to one of TEC's staff to study at USP but he had
declined, preferring to study elsewhere. Unfortunately, he was not able to
meet the minimum entry requirenlent by the university concerned. The
seminar was advised of Government's current policy regarding the award
of scholarships. For those without the necessary academic qualifications,
they must pass three courses in a relevant discipline offered by the Centre

before they can be considered for a scholarship. This was necessary to
prove to Government that the individital was not only capable of
successfully completing the programme but was conlmitted and motivated.
The need for clear Government policies to guide the various corporations
was raised.
38. One participant observed that some of the problems currently
experienced in the selection of candidates for overseas education and
training was their obvious preference for studies in the rim countries as
opposed to USP. However, the cost of sending students to rim universities
was much higher than at USP. In reply to another query, the TEC
representative clarified that the main focus of TEC's training plan was at
tlie technical level. It was further noted that FIT currently offers courses
targeting middle level staff while USP's Bachelor of Technology degree
was available to those completing the FIT diploma and wished to do a
degree.

39. A view was expressed questioning the logic of awarding
scholarships to individuals working in public corporations. It was argued
that these entities were supposed to be commercially viable. In the case of
TEC their charges were very high and they should be able to fund their
own training requirement. It was also pointed out that another key
consideration in the award of scholarship was the preference of donors.
Some donors have preference for supporting certain areas as opposed to
others. The USP representative confirmed that IJSP does not offer courses
in the hospitality area but was happy to accommodate tlie request for
courses to be offcred over a 30 week period to address the needs of staff.
40. The Chairperson thanked all participants for their valuable
contribution.

PANEL DISCUSSION
4 1. The Chairperson asked the representatives of government
corporations present to provide their views on training. The Tuvalu
Electricity Corporation representative noted their intention of expanding to
the outer islands. In addition there were still gaps between TEC

requirements and further training. TEC staff have conducted and also
participated in various short terin courses.
42. The National Provident Fund representative said that his
organisation fully recognised the importance of training and would
sacrifice time in order for personnel to be away on training. He was
interested also in the USP's MBA programme and would be happy to
receive information on it. The Vaiaku Lagi Hotel representative said that
because they were in the service industry she had found it a problem to
continue to undertake extension studies at USP Centre due to time
constraints. It has been a discouraging experience for her especially when
her assignments were left unmarked due to late submission; this had
ultimately led to her withdrawal. However, she welcomed knowing about
the options available such as the possibility of a 30 week course, geared
specifically to address the needs of students like herself. Professor
Thaman said that research conducted on extension students showed that
most of the women undertaking USP extension courses were working
woinen, thus making it difficult for them to cope, given their many other
responsibilities.
43. The Chairperson then asked panelists whether their corporations
could fund some of their own training. While all confirmed that they were
not in a position to fund their own training due to limited resources,
especially for long term training, there were cases where some
corporations had funded short-term courses by correspondence. The
question of relevance was cited as important and corporations needed to
ensure that those selected for overseas training were not only capable but
that their training programmes were relevant to their work.
44. Professor Thaman highlighted the importance of planning for
training. Countries should be able to say 'no' to donors if they were
convinced that a proposed project was not in their long-term interest. This
was because a training package offered might be appealling but irrelevant
and counter productive to the country's development. In such cases,
countries should suggest to donors, that funds be utilised for something
else. The importance of frank and open dialogue between donors and
recipients was therefore highlighted.
A participant suggested that
countries must ensure they were on equal footing when negotiating with
donors despite the fact that aid assistance were decreasing in real terms

while the needs of co~~ntries
were increasing. Such a scenario was
discouraging, but he urged Pacific countries, including Tuvalu, to pursue
more dialogue with donors or look elsewhere.

45. The following areas were identified as requiring urgent attention for
education and training purposes as perceived by Government corporations:
Technical training
Computing literacy and application
Information technology
Business management
Accounting
Engineering
Hospitality industry - beverage management, food
production, house keeping, accounting, and management.
Business ethics and competitive attitude

-

46. The Chairperson ended the session by thanking the panel and
nicmbers of the public for thcir contributions.

Wednesday 11 June 1997

SESSION THREE
NON GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS PRESENTATION:

47. The non-government organisation paper was presented by Reverend
Suamalie Iosefo. In his introductory remarks, Reverend Tosefo said that
there was wide acceptance by the international community of the pivotal
role of NGOs in promoting sustainable human development at the
national, regional and global levels. This recognition of, and interest in the
work of NGOs has led to donors and Governments alike turning to NGOs
to implement key development projects and programmes. As a result
NGOs now find themselves on the leading edge of both development
thinking and practice. The full text of the NGO paper has been reproduced
as Appendix 3.
48. Reverend Iosefo noted the difficulty associated with trying to define
the term NGO but said that people generally accepted that there were three
main sectors of the community; government, business, and NGO. NGOs
normally encompass self-help and advocacy organisations that are
characterised as being non-profit, largely staffed by volunteers and are not
self serving in their aims and related values. Given current economic
circumstances prevailing in most countries, Governments and the donor
community were now seeking genuine partnership with NGOs to tackle
the growing social and economic problems faced by the community. The
approach adopted by NGOs, the paper argued, was more effective for it
promotes participatory grassroots development.
49. The paper then presented a brief overview of NGO activities in
Tuvalu. Reverend Iosefo said that NGOs have and will contiriue to play a
significant role in the lives of most Tuvaluans. Everyone in Tuvalu is a
member of the Church, which provided services such as education, health,
poverty alleviation, holistic development and literacy skills. Other NGOs
were involved in women's rights and issues, disaster preparedness,
community development, sports, small business and lifeskills for youth
and nutrition programmes. NGOs in Tuvalu were, therefore, seen as a
natural extension of the traditional Tuvaluan concept of community
solidarity and participation.

50. TANGO, which is the national umbrella organisation for NGOs in
Tuvalu, was established to improve co-ordination and collaboration among
NGOs in the country. It acts as a forum for members to discuss activities,
policies and training requirements, assist with project planning and
evaluation, and assist members to be self-sufficient and self-reliant.
However, most NGOs require financial assistance if they arc to respond
effectively and quickly to the many demands placed on them by society. It
was also necessary for NGOs to develop honest relationships with donors
and Governments and rcceive meaningful support for institutional
strengthening activities. The paper then highlighted several examples of
NGO capacity building efforts that were taking place in the Pacific. These
included the placement of overseas and local volunteers, short-term
training activities, consultancies, attachments and exchanges, anct
networking.
On strategies for NGO capacity building in the Pacific, Rev. Iosefo
strongly suggested that coordination and consolidation of existing
initiatives were of top priority. I-Ie said that what was required were
sustainable, culturally-appropriate mechanisms, structures and support
systems, to ensure that the NGO sector remained a capable and equal
partner in regiona! and national development efforts. In terms of
educational needs and future training requirements for the NGO sector, the
following were identified by Rev. Iosefo as being of top priority:
51.

(a)

Research: Possible topics include indigenous approaches to
management, the characteristics of NGO co~nmunityin the
Pacific, the influence of culture on NGO management
practices, division of labour within Pacific NGOs, NGOs and
gender relations, NGO leadership and ethics within the NGO
community, and NGO sustainability.

(b)

Forums, conferences and seminars: This would increase the
opportunities for NGO staff and stakeholders to get together
and share ideas and exchange information. These gatherings
should be organised on a regional or national level with
subjects for discussion including: project approach to
development, NGO-donor relations, good governance,
poverty, and NGO involven~entin cross-sectoral issues.

(c)

Worksliops: Similar to forums and seminars but targetting
skills areas such as strategic and corporate planning,
fundraising, financial and information management, gender
issues, and human resource development.

(d)

Certitication of courses on N(?O management

(e)

NGO intern. alr~raiticeshipand field study progralnrnes for
students

(I)

lnforrnation clearinghouse for b1GOs

(g)

Networking and resource mobilisation

(11)

Mobile tcam of specialists in organisational dewlopment:
This idea is similar to the 'fourism Council of tile South
Pacific initiative in the tourism sector.

'l'he Chairperson thanked Reverend losefo for his comprehensive and clear
presentation before inviting cornrnents from the general public.

PUBLIC FORUM 1)ISCIJSSION

52. The first contribution from the public was in the torn1 of a question
directed to 1JSI' as to tlie possibility of USP securing funds k>r training
geared to N(iOs needs, such as an in-country follow up coiiference to the
post-Beijing Women's meeting. The USP representative made it clear at
the outset that NGOs were not one of USP's main concerns. This was
because there were other rcgional organisatioris with tlie mandate to deal
with NGOs, such as the South Pacific Commission (Women's Bureau),
and the Regional YWCA office in Suva. She went on to say that while
IJSP rnay have tlie facilities and the expertise to handle solrre of the
recon~mendations spelled out in the NGO paper, such as research,
networking and as a clearing house, USI' needed to be asked. IJSP was
already acting as the clearing house through its Pacilic lnforrnation Centre.

53. With 1-cgardto women issues in general, USP was not a major player
and whatever links and interests staff had were through their own personal
involvemcnt and initiatives. It was noted that the LISP's Continuing
Education Prograinme contributed to Women in Dcvelop~nent in thc
region and perhaps follow-up training kom the post-Rei,jing meeting could
be raised with USP through continuing education. Flowever, she rcaffirmed USP's role as a service provider and not a funding agency.
54. The problem of identifying funds for a follow-up mccting after
Beijing could have been avoidcd, according to several speakers, with
proper planning and the inclusion of key representatives in the original
delegation. However, the seininar was informed that a proposal was
underway for a follow-up meeting in Tuvalu next month possibly funded
by UNIFEM to develop women's policies in Tuvalu. This would include
the participation of outer islands representatives.

PANEL DISCUSSION

55. There were four panelists in this session representing the Pre-school
Council, the National Council of Women (NCW), the Private Sector a
representative from the Tuvalu Association of Non-Governmental
Organisations (TANGO). The first panelist from the NCW fully supported
the NGO presentation and recommendations. As far as the submissions on
women, NCW had already implemented some of the Beijing
recommendations. The second panelist from the Pre-School C o ~ ~ n c i l
voiced a concern with the lack of pre-school certificated teachers and said
this was an area where USP could help. She claimed that one of the major
problems was getting representatives on the Pre-School Council. It was
suggested, however, that one effective way of ensuring participation was
to approach the Island Council first. On the issue of certificated teachers,
the USP Centre Director reported that he had tried, with no success, to
receive feedback from the Pre-School Council on the possible translation
of pre-school materials.
56. The third panelist from the private sector took the opportunity to
stress the importancc of training in business ethics and how to run a
business in an environment like 'Tuvalu.
Notwithstanding these
constraints, he said, the private sector had a lot to contribute to the

development of the Tuvaluan economy and its people. The final panelist
I~ighlightedthe vital role of NGOs in Human Resources Development. He
rcaffir~ned the role of the human factor as a productive agent in
cievelopment, while at the same time, it was people who were the intended
beneficiaries of development.

57. Furthermore, dcvclopment needed the full participation of the local
populace, even though in the region some sections of society were being
bypassed such as the rural and urban poor, the landless, the unemployed,
women and youth, disabled persons, and the aged and minority groups. It
was therefore necessary to target these sections of the colnmunity and
NGOs had an important role to play in their development. He claimed that
the i~nplementation of Human IZesources Development plans and
programmes at the local level should be carried out NGOs.
5 8 . IHe went on to identify some of the obstacles to Human Resources
Development in Tuvalu which included:

-

-

-

low female participation rate in the work force
low rural incomes
cultural and social barriers to the introduction of
developlnents
under utilisation of available training
people's despair and apathy
fragmentation of Tuvalu's geographical situation
cornplete lack of natural resources

IIe claimed that with proper training, NGOs could play a vital role in
cornrnunity development.

59. In conclusion, he suggested that USP could help in strengthening the
work of the NGOs in Tuvalu through the provision of training
opportunities for cornrnunity development. The training materials needed
to be tailored to local conditions, and local trainers could enhance their
skills by getting better access to training. 'The expertise of USP in
curriculinn development should be exploited and their assistance in the
training of trainers warranted greater attention. The Chairperson thanked
the panelists for their contributions.

The following areas were identified as priority areas for attention as
perceived by NGOs:
60.

(a)

liesearch: Possible topics include indigenous approaches
to management, the characteristics of NGO community in
the Pacific, the influence of culture on NGO management
practices, division of labour within Pacific NGOs, NGOs
and gender relations, NGO leadership and ethics within
the NGO community, and NGO sustainability.

(b)

Forums. conferences and seminars: This would increase
the opportunities for NGO staff and stalieholders to get
together and share ideas and exchange information.
These gathcrings should be organised on a regional o r
national level with subjects for discussion including:
project approach to development, NCO-donor relations,
good governance, poverty, and NGO involvement in
cross-sectoral issues.

(c)

Workshops: Similar to forums and seminars but
targetting skills areas such a s strategic a n d corporate
planning, fundraising, financial and information
management, gender issues, and human resource
development.

(d)

Certification of courses on NG-ement

(el

NGO intern. apprenticeshin and field study p r o ~ r a m m e s
for students

(f)

Information clearing-

(g)

y

(h)

Mobile tcam of snecialists in orpanisational development:
This idea is similar to the Tourism Council of the South
Pacific initiative in the tourism sector.

(i)

Pre-school training

n

(j)

Women in development

(k)

Busi-s

POST-SECONDARY INSTITUTIONS PRESENTATION:
Mr Nakala Nia
6 1. The post-secondary institutions paper was delivered by Nakala Nia.
I3e said that the only two post-secondary institutions in the country were
the Tuvalu Maritime School and the USP Extension Centre. Access to
tertiary education and training was restricted by the availability of
scholarship awards for study in Australia, New Zealand, and Fiji as well as
other Pacific countries. The selection criteria employed for scholarships
were based primarily on academic considerations. This orientation, it was
argued, tended to favour awarding scholarships to more academically
oriented programmes at the expense of vocational based and technical
training. The full text of the post-secondary paper is reproduced as
Appendix 4.
62. The paper then presented data on students enrolments in upper
secondary schools in Fiji and New Zealand. Between 1990 and 1993
several Tuvaluan students were placed in Australian schools. The
placement of students in overseas schools was also dependent on donor
preference. In the area of teacher training, Mr Nia said that all the teachers
currently teaching in Tuvalu were trained in institutions in Kiribati, Fiji
and Western Samoa. I Iowever, the practice of sending st~identsto Kiribati
and Western Samoa had ceased due to several reasons. Over the last two
years, difficulties had emerged in the placement of students at the Lautoka
Teachers College because they did not meet the minimum entry
requirement. The training of teachers was therefore a top priority, as was
the upgrading of skills and knowledge in the profession.

63. Before independence, all of Tuvalu's nurses were trained at the
Tarawa School of Nursing. After independence, the Fiji School of Nursing
has been the main institution training nurses for Tuvalu. Since 1986,
Tuvalu had to rely on expatriate doctors to meet the country's needs and
this situation was likely to continue for the next three to four years before
the current cohort studying in Fiji, New Zealand and Pap~taNew Guinea
returned to the country.

64. For technical training, Tuvalu had placed most of its students at the
Fiji Institute of Technology. The Solon~onislands College of Higher
Education and the Centre for Appropriate Technology and Development
were other institutions utilised by Tuvalu for technical training. Mr Nia
concluded his presentation by noting the increased number of students
enrolling for courses at the USP Centre while less than 20 Tuvaluans were
currently studying in overseas universities for undergraduate and postgraduate studies.

65. The Chairperson thanked Mr Nia for his presentation and invited
participants for comments.

PUBLIC FORUM DISCUSSION
66. Several interventions from the floor were in relation to problems
encountered by Tuvalu students in the region in acquiring suitable
boarding facilities. This was not specifically a problem with those going
to Fiji but with Teacher's Training College students in Tonga who are
mostly billeted by relatives or friends, adding extra burden to the host
family on the one hand and on students not having independence on the
other. A proposal was made that the Director of Education seek other
donors that were willing to provide for students to be able to rent a house
or hostel facilities.

67. The next speaker referred to his recommendation to USP in the
previous day's paper that the USP Centre Tuvalu be expanded. Part of the
reason for this recommendation, he said, was to enable the Centre to
undertake some pre-Masters courses. He therefore wanted to know
whether this has happened in any of the member countries. Professor
Thaman replied that depending on the programme, she was aware of a
Masters summer school now underway in Solomon Islands run by the
SOH'S Department of Education and Psychology. For Tuvalu, the two
constraints were facilities available, and the minimum number of students
required for a summer school (which is five students for PGD). She went
on to say that perhaps another option for Tuvalu was to send students to
attend surnmer schools in the other countries. The question of airfares and
pcrdiems would have be considered if that was the preferred option.

68. The presenter then went on to say that 'Tuvalu had a long list of
students wanting to undertake postgraduate study. Allnost all of these
students prefer to study in either UK, New Zealand or Australia with Fiji
being the last resort. Professor Thaman said that this was not necessarily a
bad thing and soilletimes in some areas of postgraduate studies, students
needed to go elsewhere. However USP has a very strong undergraduate
programme and as long as regional students undertake first degrees at
USP, they could cope anywhere. A student's choice of a university
outside the region was partly the result of colonial hang-ups still
experienced by our own people according to Professor Thaman.
69. A participant wanted to know whether there were any possibilities
which Government could offer with training of church ministers. But
according to the presenter, this is outside the area of priorities of Tuvalu's
traditional aid donors.
70. Finally, it was pointed out that in the paper (Table 3.1) there
appeared to be a gender imbalance in the distribution of student
enrolments at USP with 6 female and 33 inales in 1997. The presenter
acknowledged that this was due to more in-service males on training than
females. However, he pointed out that there was a genuine desire on
Government's part to achieve a 50:50 balance wherever possible.

71.

The Chairperson thanked the public for their contributions.

PANEL DISCUSSION
72. The selected panelists for this session were not available as they
were all involved in a Disaster Preparedness Committee meeting as a result
of the cyclone alert. Discussion was therefore opened to the general public
as was the case in the previous session.

73. In response to a query regarding Aotearoa scholarships, it was
explained that these awards were available for study at both the secondary
and tertiary levels. The scheme is funded by New Zealand and covers
tuition and living allowance. The successful candidates are expected to
meet the costs of airfares and other expenses. Concern was expressed that
USP may not have adequate accommodation on campus for married

students. The USP representative said that the University had recently
completed the construction of new married quarters on campus which
would cater for the needs of students in this category. She went on to
report a trend on the Laucala campus for students to flat outside campus.

74. On the subject of teacher training a view was expressed that there
was a strong argument in favour of sending students for training overseas.
First, they would be exposed to developments taking place in host
countries as well as meeting different people and observing their ways of
life. This would give them a broader perspective on life than would
otherwise be the case. Second, the establishment of a Teachers Training
College would be an expensive exercise. Tuvalu would not be able to
afford the costs given the numbers involved. Third, there might be other
avenues for training teachers locally that would be more cost effective.
The USP Centre was mentioned as a possibility.
75. It wasnoted that the New Zealand primary teachers Diploma in
TESL was the equivalent of the Certificate in TESL currently offered by
USP. In reply to a question, the seminar was informed that USP could
assist in the area of primary teacher training either through summer
schools or students taking courses available at the Centre. The University
could also put together a package that Government can consider for
possible implementation. Mr Hauma, in response to a question from USP,
said that Tuvalu did implement a programme that was prepared for them
some years ago. However, the main problem was that teachers could not
cope given their own teaching commitments as they were not allowed time
off for study purposes. The Chairperson thanked everyone for their
contributions.
76. After further discussion the panel identified the following areas as
requiring urgent attention for education and training:
(a)

(b)

Shortage of teachers at all levels.
Improving standards at all levels of the education
system.

PARENTS AND STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS: Sir Toaripi Lauti;
Mrs Siuila Toloa; Reverend Iosia Taomia

77. The first paper was presented by Sir Toaripi. kIe said the most
important consideration was the needs and future education and training
requirements of the students at all levels. Sir Toaripi noted that Tuvalu
does not have a Form 7 and cited the lack of qualified teachers as one of
the key problem areas for Tuvalu education. For parents, their training
requirements were in traditional arts and craft. For instance, mat and
basket weaving, gardening, and traditional methods of preparing and
baking Tuvalu foods. The text of Sir Toaripi's paper is reproduced in
Appendix 5a.
78. Mrs Toloa introduced her paper by saying all sectors of the Tuvalu
comrnunity were seriously committed to the development of education not
only at the national level but at the USP Centre. She then highlighted the
following areas for USP attention: a need for a review of the effectiveness
of USP services at all levels; research and visits by staff; upgrading Centre
facilities and improving access to its courses; assistance in upgrading the
skills and qualifications of teachers; development of pre-school courses for
pre-school teachers; improving the quality of teachers; a review of the
education system; and a programme geared to addressing the needs of
school drop-outs.
79. USP was also requested to consider assisting in the following new
initiatives: teachers' training college; courses to upgrade the standard of
nursing; and courses on nutrition. In conclusion, Mrs Toloa highlighted
the following key areas for priority attention: research relevant to the
needs of member countries; and a review to determine the effectiveness of
USP services. The full text of Mrs Toloa's paper is reproduced in
Appendix 5b.
80. The final presentation was made by Reverend Taomia. He said that
the ultimate aim of education was to enable people to live with each other
harmoniously. In addition, it should also produce good and productive
citizens who were able to contribute positively to the nation's
development. He acknowledged the contribution of USP in the education

and training of Tuvaluans and called for the USP Centre to be strengthened
and its facilities upgraded. This was especially urgent with reference to
those students who wished to take science courses. The full text of
12evercnd Taomia's paper has been reproduced in Appendix 5c. In
conclusion Reverend Taomia raised the followi~igissues which he said
were important from the perspective of students and parents:
(a)

Orientation programme to be conducted in the home country
for all new students travelling to st~tdyat USP.

(b)

Need for better discipline within the student body especially
among those living on campus.

(c)

Religious norms and practices need to be strengthened with
closer ties between USP, PTC and PRS being encouraged.

(d)

Attention to students' spiritual growth.

PUBLIC FORUM DISCUSSJON
81. The first intervention was directed at USP on whether it has any
plans to establish a Form 7 at the USP Centre in Tuvalu. In response,
Professor Thaman said that the only constraint was money. She gave the
example of the Marshall Islands where the University had set up its
Prelirninary(Form 6) and Foundation (Form 7) programmes in Majuro with
teachers recruited by USP but funded by the Marshall Islands Government.
The crucial point as far as Tuvalu was concerned is to decide which Form
7 programme it wanted to take - the USP Form 7 or the Augmented
Foundation Programme.

82. The Chair then invited the Director of Education to outline
Government's plan in this important area. Mr 13auma referred to his paper
and confirmed that as from 1998 Motufoua High School would start a
Forin 7. He added that Government recognised that there would be
problems if Form 7 was taught at the USP Centre because of a lack of
teachers, and considered the Motufoua option the only viable one.
Another participant recalled the early days of USP when the Preliminary 1
(F6) and Preliminary 2 (F7) programmes were offered on campus. When

these were phased out by USP, sinall countries like Tuvalu were forced to
look elsewhere. As such, he wanted to know what USP plans to do to
address the needs of countries like Tuvalu in this area. Professor Thaman
informed the seminar that the P1 and P2 programmes were still available
to member countries through the extension mode. With the Foundation
Science programme, this was available for fi~ll-timestudies from the
Alafua campus and presently four Tuvaluan students were undertaking this
programme.
83. A concern was raised with regard to the lack of information
available to parents about students at USP. The assumption as far as USP
was concerned, was that such information was not being made available to
parents through the USP local contacts. Similarly, all regional scholarship
officers come to Suva once a year to discuss individual student's progress,
and feedback from such visits should be disseminated to parents.

84. On the question of scholarships selection, the Staff Development
Officer (SDO) said that applicants normally listed their choices and the
Selection Committee tried to accommodate them. He saw counselling of
students as important and with the establishment of a Form 7 at Motufoua,
it was important for them to complete the Form 7 before choosing a
prograinme for further study.
85. The SDO made a plea to all parents and studcnts to be committed
and to proritise their needs. According to the speaker, USP had provided
services to Tuvalu for many ycars but they have not been able to utilise the
Centre as they should. He gave the example of one of the extension
courses where he acted as the local tutor. Out of a class of 13, only five
students would turn up for tutorials with a lot of unfinished and overdue
assignments. He used himself as a "living example" of what could be
gained from USP services, having made the commitment and starting as a
PI student through extension. It took him seven years to cornplcte his
degree. He urged USP to arrange for workshops to re-educate parents on
the important role they need to play in the education of their children.
86.

The Chairperson thanked the presenters for their short papers.

PANEL DISCUSSION
87. There were no selected panel members and the discussion continued
with contributions from the public and the presenters.
88. The first speaker was a Tuvalu FSM student who was wanted to
know USP's position with regard the accreditation o f the FSM's MBBS
programme. He said that this was o f concern to final year students
especially those from outside Fiji. Professor Thaman informed the
seminar that consultants commissioned by USP had completed a review o f
the MBBS programme and have forwarded USP's requirements to FSM
before another Memorandum o f Understanding (MOU) could be agreed
upon. She was o f the opinion that the welfare o f the students would one o f
the major considerations.
89. In response to a question, Professor Thalnan said USP was not in a
position to entertain a request for a School o f Medicine given the financial
climate faced by inany its member Governments. On the other hand, the
Director o f Education said that he would urge the USP to seriously
consider establishing a Medical School and said that in his view funding
was not the issue since USP had just established the Law School in
Vanuatu. In reply, Professor Thainan said the School o f Law was a new
school whereas the proposed School o f Medicine in Suva could lead to
wasteful duplication o f efforts which countries could not support nor
sustain. She added that discussions could be re-opened i f that was the
collective wish o f the member Governments. The seminar was reminded
by the Acting Director o f Health that FSM had been in existence since
1861 and was owned by Fiji. He was o f the view that USP member
countries had made the choice to use the services o f FSM rather than
established another School o f Medicine.

90. The need for USP to consider affiliationswith other regional bodies
such as PTC and PRS similar to the FSM model, was also raised. USP had
not been approached, according to Professor Thaman, and it was really up
to these organisations to make the first move i f they so wish. She
acknowledged that USP was, however, represented on the Board o f Studies
o f PTC and they had worked well together. Government's plan for a
Teachers' Training College in Tuvalu was welcomed and supported by one
participant but she said she would like to go one step further and asked

that a School of Nursing be established as well. Perhaps USP could assist
in the establishment of such a post-secondary institution, she said.

91. The Director of Education invited Professor Thaman to react to the
comment about the need to review the role of SPREA. Professor Thanian
said that SPBEA was born nut of the USP through the Directors of
Education meeting and the TOE'S advisory committee. At the time of
SPBEA's establishment, USP felt that the body should be independent. Its
initial role was to assist countries develop their own assessments, at the
time when New Zealand was pulling out the School Certificate and
University Entrance exams. Ilnfortunately some member countries still
could not do their own assessments resulting in the board administering
the PSSC exams. In reply to a question, the SDO said most sponsored
students receive very comfortable allowances from their sponsors. It was
only in the case of CFTC that Government had granted some financial
assistance to students.
92. The final intervention was directed to USP. The speaker wanted to
know whether the spouses of scholarship students attending USP could
undertake some training on-campus. Professor Thaman said if spouses
had the right entry requirements, part-time studies could be undertaken.
She also gave other options including the Continuing Education courses
and mentioned the new Centre for Oceania Arts and Culture where
traditional arts and craft were taught.

93. In concluding the session, the Chairperson thanked all participants
for what was considered a very lively session.
94. The following were identified as priority areas for urgent attention
as perceived by parents and students:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Traditional arts and crafts
Research
Upgrade and strengthen the USP Centre
Develop pre-school courses
Improve quality of teachers
A review of the education system
Develop a programme directed to addressing the needs of
school drop-outs

(h)
(i)

0)
(k)

Nutrition programmes targeting mothers
Shortage of qualified teachers
Religious norms and practices need to be strengthened
with closer ties between USP, PTC and PRS being
encouraged.
Attention to students' spiritual growth.

CONCLUDING SESSION
95. The following areas were identified as representing the collective
priorities needs of the community. These are not in any order of
preference.
Curriculum development
Examinations
Teacher training
Teacher upgrading
Technical education and training
Science education
Computing - literacy and application
Information technology
Business management
Accounting
Engineering
Hospitality industry - beverage management, food
production, house keeping, accounting, a n d management.
Business ethics and competitive attitude
Research: Possible topics include indigenous approaches
t o management, the characteristics of N G O community in
the Pacific, the influence of culture on N G O management
practices, division of labour within Pacific NGOs, NGOs
and gender relations, NGO leadership a n d ethics within
the NGO community, and NGO sustainability.
Forums, conferences and seminars:-This would increase
the opportunities for NGO staff and stakeholders to get
together and share ideas and exchange information.
These gatherings should be organised on a regional o r
national level with subject for discussion including:
project approach to development, NGO-donor relations,
good governance, poverty, and NGO involvement in
cross-sectoral issues.
Workshops: Similar to forums and seminars but
targetting skills areas such a s strategic and corporate
planning, fundraising, financial and information
management, gender issues, a n d human resource
development.

Certification of courses on NGO management
NGO intern, apprenticeship and field study programmes
for students.
Information clearinghouse for NGOs
Networking and resource mobilisation
Mobile team of specialists in organisational development:
This idea is similar to the Tourism Council of the South
Pacific initiative in the tourism sector.
Pre-school training
Women in development
13usiness ethics
Shortage of teachers a t all levels
improve standards a t all levels of the education
system
Traditional arts and crafts
Upgrade and strengthen the USP Centre
Develop pre-school courses
Improve quality of teachers
A review of the education system
Develop a programme directed to addressing the needs of
school drop-outs
Nutrition programmes targeting mothers
Religious norms and practices need to be strengthened
with closer ties between USP, PTC a n d PRS being
encouraged.
Attention to students' spiritual growth.

CLOSING
96. The Tuvalu Strategic Planning Seminar was officially closed by the
Rt. Honorable Bikenibeu Paeniu, Prime Minister of Tuvalu.
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TUVALU STIZATEGIC PLANNING SEMlNAR
IN EDUCATION, FUNAFUTI
10-12 JUNE 1997

PROGRAMME
TUESDAY 10 JUNE 1997

0830

-

Official Opening
(Hon. Ionatana Ionatana, Depzrty Prime Minister
arzd Minister for Health and Human Resources
Development)

0930

-

Refreshments

1000

-

Public Sector Paper Presentation
(Mr Penehuro Haumu, Director of Education)

1030

-

Public Forum Discussion

1130

-

Panel Discussion

1230

-

Lunch Break

2.00pm

-

Public Col-poratioiis Presentations
(Mr Robert Simpson, Tuvalu Electricity Corporation,
Mrs Risasi Finikuso, Vaiuku Lagi Hotel,
Mr Langitupu Tuilimz~,Tuvalu National Provident
Fund)

2.30pm

-

Public Discussion

3.10pm

-

Tea Break

3.30pm

-

Panel Discussion

4.30pm

-

End of Session
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0'100

-

NGO's/l'rivate Sector Presel~tation
(Rcv Suumulie Ioscfu, Presrcient, Tuvulu As.sociutzon
of Non-Govcrnmcnt Organisations)

0930

-

Public Discussion

1010

-

Morning Tea

1030

-

Pancl Discussion

1230

-

Lunch Break

2.00pm

-

Post Secondary lnstitutions Presentation
(A4r Nukula Niu, Scholurship Officer)

2.30pm

-

I'ublic Discussion

3.1Oprn

-

Tea Break

3.30pm

-

Panel Discussion

4.30pm

-

End of Session

TItUKSDAY 12 JUNE 1997
0900

-

ParentsIStudcnts Presentation
(Sir Toaripi Lauti, Mrs Seuilc~ Toloa, Rev. Iosta
Tuorni~I)

1000

-

Public Discussion

1100

-

Tea Break

1120

-

Panel Discussion

1230

-

Lunch
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2.00pm

-

Summing Up

3.30pin

-

Official Closing
(Rt Won. Bikeniheu Paenizl, Prime Minister of
Tuvalu)
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VAIAKU LAG1 HOTEL, FUNAFUTI
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Secretaries:
I.

2.
3.
4.

Taukclina Finikaso
Lutelu Faavae
Semu Taafaki
Pokia Tihala

Directors:
Hilia Vavae
Elisaia Malua
Salesi Safega
Filipo Taulima
Pusineli Lafai
Uale Sinipati
Dr 'Tiliga Pulusi
Lagitupu Tuilimu
Nakala Niu
Tiutupe Fiamalua
Temukisia Ielemia
I .orraine Taulima

Non-Governmental Organisations
Sir Toaripi Lauti (Island Council)
Suliana Seluka (Women's Council)
Robert (TEC)
Vaililo Lito (Telecom)
Mrs Risasi Finikaso (VLI1)
Nusipepa Tinapa (TCSC)
Alee Telava (Red Cross)
Sunema Makatui (Pre-School)
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28.
29.
30.

Rev. Kitiona Tausi (TANGO)
Rev. Suamelie Iosefa (EKT)
Rev. Teloto Eli (EKT)
Rev. Sanaila Bici (EKT)
Pulogo Kaua (FHS)
Pakai Asaia (TCS)

Male Community Leaders (Funafuti)
3 1.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Fili 1-lornasi
Monise Lafai
Amasone Kilei
Popu Fakamua
Elisal Piita
Falefaea Tapumanaia

Female Community Leaders (Funafuti)
37.
38.
39.
40.

Annie Homasi
Sofia Vaea
Vaovai Piita
Teliu Taornia

Parents
4 1.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Feiloaiga Tine
Siuila Toloa
Rev. Iosia Taornia
Vavae Katalake
Nalu Nia

USP
46.
47.

Pafini Nouata
Prof. Konai Thaman

APPENDIX 1
A PAPER PREPARED FOR
THE USP'S STRATEGIC PLANNING SEMINAR
FUNAFUTI ISLAND, TUVALU

10-12 JUNE 1997
P. Hauma
Introduction:
Tuvalu is one of the 12 committed member countries of the Pacific
who are co-owners of the University of the South Pacific (USP).
Tuvalu's total commitment to the joint ownership of the USP sterns
from the fact that it seriously recognises the importance of education
at all levels. It considers Education as the key to the overall
development of the country's Human Resources, maintaining that
Education provides essential knowledge and skills to the relevant
sectors of the communities, enabling them to utilise the relevant scarce
resources at their disposal. This should enable them to produce goods
of econo~nicvalue, with a long term combined desired effect of raising
the country's wealth and standard of living.
Seen in this light, the Government is seriously committed to the
development of education both at its national level as well as providing
the necessary support in areas that could help to improve USP's
commitments and services to member countries.
This seminar seeks inputs from the four main sectors of the Tuvalu
Community to help the USP consider what to include in its Strategic
Plan for the next ten years.
This short paper therefore attempts to analyse and hopes to raise some
important issues to generate some positive and constructive discussions
to assist the management develop guidelines and strategies for its
Strategic Plan for the next ten years ahead.
Section A discusses the issue of the name of the USP in the context of
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member countries who jointly own the university with suggested
names for consideration. It also outlines the main schools now offered
hy the IJSP. Section R evaluates each of the five schools of the USP
providing liigh level training and education for the region and their
relevance to the needs of the region in the 21st Century. 1 uvalu issues
are raised for consideration in Section C and Section D consists of the
conclusion and recommendations.
7

7

SECTION A
Name:
One issue that needs to be addressed from the very beginning is that
of the linivcrsity's name. 1 believe that the word Soulh from the
liniversity of the South Pacific is no longer appropriate, given the fact
that some current member countries of the IJniversity come from the
Nortllern Pacific. The following name proposals are submitted, no
doubt with many other formed or unformed proposals to be considered
for choosing a new suitable name for the 1JSP. The objective of these
proposals is to initiate a serious search for the most appropriate new
namc for the USP. Names for consideration include the following:
I'IlJ (Pacific Islands University)
UP1 (University of the Pacific Islands)
TUPl (The University of the Pacific Islands)
CUP1 (The Central University of the Pacific Islands)
TUO ('l'he IJniversity of' Oceania)
CUO (Combined University of Oceania)

..
..
..

Main Courses offered by the USP
The USP has been in existence for the past 29 years. Until 1996, it
only had two main campuses: the Laucala Campus in Suva offering
courses in Humanities, Pure and Applied Sciences and Social and
Economic Development; and the one discipline Agriculture School at
Alafua Campus in Apia, Western Samoa.
1.

Last year, another one department School was established at Emalus
Campus in Vanuatu offering courses in Law.
To date, the total number of USP schools providing direct services to
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the regional countries is five, and they are listed in the alphabetical
order below:
Agriculture
I lumanities
Law
Pure and Applied Sciences
Social and Economic Development

..
..
.

SECTION B

.

2.

.
.

.
.
.

School of Agriculture (SOA)
Fiji and Tonga have Technical Institutions providing up to
diploma level programmes in agriculture. I believe other
countries also have or are in the process of setting up their own
similar institutions.
The USP should take the initiative to liaise closely with these
countries with a view to strengthening agricultural programmes
at these institutions, with the objective of upgrading them to
SOA's standing before phasing out undergraduate programmes
in agriculture from the USP.
These national institutions should provide the training venues for
regional manpower requirements in this field in the future
Again there is a need for the USP to focus on higher degrees and
research in this field
The USP should monitor the standards of these institutions to
ensure that their graduates would be eligible to enter the USP for
higher qualifications

3. School of Humanities (SOH)
While there is an emphasis on providing courses inostly on the
Laucala Campus at undergraduate level in Curriculum studies,
Counselling and Guidance, Teacher Education, Educational
Administration, Educational Evaluation, Applied Psychology,
Expressive Arts, Teaching Education, Non-formal Education,
Literature, Linguistics, Pacific Languages, Journalism, French &
Japanese, there is an apparent growing need for the university to
make such courses readily available and affordable to the region
by relocating these courses at the USP Centres.
This should be made possible by strengthening the USP Centre

.
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facilities, stafling and other resources.
It scems that a move in this direction can be iinplemented with
a little expansion of the current Centre-facilities.
Sustainability of this service could be achieved if closer
and Centres is actively
cooperation between the gover~i~nents
maintained.
In doing so, the lJS1"s facilities and resources at the main
Campus would be spared for inore professional post-graduate
and research programmes.
Scfiool of Law (SOL)
Although this is a fairly new prograrnlne at the USP, there is a
growing capacity at national lJSP Centres to niount these courses
up to Diplorna Level.
Due to the special needs for degree courses to be offered on the
main law campus it is felt that it should be a while yet before a
niove to shift the USP's focus to a higher level be considered.
School of Pure and Applied Sciences (SPAS)
Like the undergraduate courses offered at SOH there is an
apparent nced to shitt undergrduate progranimes in Biology,
Chemistry, Food and Textiles, Mathematics & Computing,
Physics, Technology and Earth Science Studies to USP centres
at the region
'The shift may take longer to iniple~nent due to the need to
provide specialised infra-structure at the Centres to cater for
these programmes.
This move is considerably more expensive than those required
for undergraduates SO11 courses at regional centres.
Therefore this would call for special and closer regional
governments' com~nitnientsto assist and cooperate with the USP
on this development.
School of Social and Econornic Development (SSED)
l'liere is no denying that Accounting Studies, Banking,
Conlmunity Development, Economics, Environniental Education,
Fisheries Economies and Management, Industrial Relations and
Personnel Management, Management Studies, Ocean Resources
Management and Policy, Population Studies and Deniography,
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Tourism Studies and Town Planning- are core skills in demand
in the co~~ntries
of the region.
The concern is that there is a growing number of technical
institutions in 111einber countries offering similar courses up to
diploma levels or are in the process of doing so locally and there
will be a danger that the USP rnight find its services in these
areas being made redundant.
Therefore the USI' should take the initiative to strengthen and
help provide the technical support for thesc national institutions
and redirect its own focus and resources on innovative courses
at higher levels.
Again where no such national capacity or facilities are available
to shoulder undergraduate programmes of this nature, it should
seek national support to develop thein at their USP Centres.
The graduates from national institutions should be given due
recognition by the USP and be qualified to continue higher level
studies in those fields at the USP campus.

SECTION C

.

7.

.

.
.

The EFL
As stated earlier, education rcrnains one of the main priorities of
the Government of Tuvalu.
This is so because of the
knowledge, skills and relevant work experiences for its human
rcsources.
Almost ten years ago, Tuvalu embarked on an Education for
Life Program which helped chart the edncational path of the
national system should follow with its main objective being to
restructure its system to provide quality educatio~iand training
accessible to all. In the process it should align it more with the
prevailing manpower needs of the country.
To support such an ambitious program several issues would need
to be within the domains of donor countries hence are not
relevant for this seminar. These relatc nlainly to infrastructure.
Others need the consideration of the USP in its endeavour lo
service the countries of the region in the next ten years.
These issues include the following:
Curriculum concerns
Examination concerns

..
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Teacher Training concerns
Teacher Upgrading concerns
Technical Education concerns

Curriculum concerns
For some time, serious questions were raised on the relevance of
the curriculums offered at all levels of education in Tuvalu.
All Tuvalu primary schools and junior secondary schools
followed the Fiji curriculums until this year.
Now all primary schools have had their science and health
science curriculums for the first four years reviewed and new
materials produced and are being trialled in schools.
All other subjects are also due for review within the next two
years.
At junior secondary level, a need still exists to review the Fiji
curriculum currently used with a view to have more relevant
contents for the Tuvalu context included.
The Forins Five and Six levels are being continuously reviewed
by the SPBEA.
Tuvalu will start its Form 7 in 1998 and would need assistance
in evaluating Form 7 curriculurn currently used in secondary
schools of the region, in order to enable it to decide on the most
appropriate to adopt or modify for its own schools.
The curriculum review at primary level is being undertaken by
an Australian University. It is suggested that the USP should
adopt a leading role and be more aggressive and active in this
kind of development in the region in the future.
Teacher Training
Apart from the need for a valid and appropriate curriculum,
'Tuvalu still lacks qualified teachers to teach at all levels of its
schools, from pre-schools to secondary level.
At the moment there is no full-time institution in the region
providing teacher training for teachers of pre-schools other than
that provided sparingly by the USP Extension Services.
Most good primary school teacher's colleges in the region have
raised their entry qualifications almost to those for entry to
universities, making it difficult for us to send the required
number of the desired pre-service trainees for training.
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Secondary school teacher trainees are trained at the regional
institutions up to diploma levels. The USP provides training for
first year degree level.
To overcome the shortage of primary school teachers in the
country, Tuvalu plans to set up a Tuvalu Teachers College
(TTC) to train teachers to certificate level with the basic Form
6 pass mark as its initial entry qualification.
The USP therefore is urged to provide guidance in the clesign
and development of this facility in the country.
Teacher Upgrading
One urgent national requirement is the need to upgrade the skills
and professional qt~aliticationsof our serving teachers who have
been teaching in the country for the past ten or twenty years
with no further training.
Most of these teachers lack the basic academic qualifications and
competence to go for higher qualifications or considered for
routine upgrading at the more acadcniic and expensive
institutions overseas.
It is planned that assistance for this group of teachers could be
provided by the envisaged local TTC under consideration.
Again assistance from the IJSP is sought to design a 1more
appropriate upgrading program to be offered for them.
The secondary upgrading programs for teachers are now offered
extra~nurallythrough the Extension Services of the USP but the
high costs involved, the lack of proper facilities for science and
technical subjects and support facilities available at the local
centre are the main local constraints discouraging locals from
undertaking such courses.
The University is again asked to consider seriously upgrading its
facilities and support facilities at the local Centre to niake its
courses accessible and more attractive to local teachers needing
to upgrade their qualifications.
Tuvalu Technical Education Centre (TTEC)
'The need for a Tuvalu Technical Education Centre to provide
basic technical education in engineering construction and
building, and catering had long been recognised by the EFL.
The delay in implementing this requirement has been two-folds.
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The first reason being tlrat there was difficulty in attracting
donors, and the second being that there was difficulties in
locating these requirements.
With the completion of the expansion of facilities at Motufoua
Secondary School and the envisaged phasing down to primary
schools of Forms 3 and 4 from there, it appears most appropriate
to seriously consider locating the senior secondary school, TTC
and TTEC side by side at the same location to allow for
maxiinuln utilisation of facilities, staff and other learning
resources.
Again the University has a major role to play in providing the
technical assistance to undertake a design for the best
arrangement for this dream.

SECTION D

.
.
.

.
.

Conclusions and Recommendations.
The paper had identified several issues for the USP to consider
in its upcoming Strategic Plan for the next ten years, some of the
issues call for a reform at the USP system where it suggests for
the termination or phasing out of programs from the mainstream
courses offered by the university. In others, the university has
been asked to take on board more research and consulta~icy
activities. Prominent amongst those recomnlendations are the
following:
that the USP to consider seriously changing its name to
reflect accurately the areas of the Pacific Ocean it serves and
derives member countries from.
that all undergraduate programs, except may be law
programs a t this stage, be phased out from the mainstream
USP courses to enable the USP focus more on research,
consultancy and higher education.
that the USP should strengthen and expand facilities a t local
USP Centres to provide more equitable and accessible
undergraduate programmes locally.
that the USP co-operate more with member (national)
government's in carrying out these changes.
that where national institutions are available to take u p these
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and other desired programs the USP should help them
achieve reeognised standards.
that the USP should reeognise and accept graduates from
such approved institutions for higher level studies a t its main
campuses if they apply properly.
that the USP should help with researches into the
appropriate curriculum for national education systems.
that the USP be involved in the development of Tuvalu's
TTEC, TTC, junior and senior secondary education
developments.
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The 'Tourism Industry in Tuvalu, has currently a limited role in the
country.
Only a small percentage of visitors to the country are tourists, the
majority being officials, consultants, aid workers and business
salesmen.
The newly formed Ministry of Tourism, Trade and Commerce is
responsible for policy formulation, planning, education and training,
industry regulation and research with regard to Tourism. It is hoped
that this separation will enable the Tourism Industry to flourish and
benefit the country in economic terms.
The Tuvalu Tourism Development Plan (1993-2002) formulated
policies and strategies with regard to the development of tourism. One
of the recommendations in achieving some o r its objectives in the
facilitation of the necessary inanpower and skills development for
efficient operation and management of the tourism facilities and
services.
The Vaiaku Lagi Hotel is solely owned by the Government of Tuvalu
and is run by a Management Team on a day to day basis with a Board
of Directors as its policy makers under the directives of the Minister
of Tourism, Trade and Commerce.
The principal activities of the Hotel is the provision of hotel
accommodation, bar and restaurant services as well as other related
activities. It also caters for the many cocktails, dinners and functions
such as birthdays, weddings and workshops besides the normal day to
day services to house guests and the local public, who are by far the
major contributors to revenue earned by the bar.
Training of staff in past years has been limited to short-term, incountry training, at basic, intermediate levels as well as some
supervisory skills by visiting TCSP training team through their
Regional Programme. This however, is inadequate as supervisors
cannot fully comprehend all aspects of the necessary 'art' of Front
Desk, Food Production, Food and Beverage and Housekeeping in a
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matter of a week or two as provided in these trainings. There is no
y
out what is expected from them to
way that they can f ~ ~ l lcarry
maintain and improve the Ilotel's services which would contribute on
of service in the Tourism Industry.
its part to i~uprove~nent
'To improve in the above services, the I-lotel staff need training! This
is where USP can come in. Would lJSP in its strategic plan for the
future, come up with a faculty for the IIospitality lndustry? At
present, catering schools that hotel staff have access to are owned by
individual governments.
'There is therefore, a need for snch a regional school that the
Ilospitality lndustry in the region could benefit from including the
Vaiaku 1,agi ltotel staff, and one that our Governments in the region
wo~ildhave a say in to further the cause of the Touris~iiIndustry.
If lJSP was to come up with such a faculty and these services were to
be extended to its centres in the Region and 'Tuvalu, xvould it cater for
the needs of those staff working for the Ilotel?
This is because the situation of Iiotel staff in Tuvalu is very different
from eniployees of other public corporations as well as those in the
civil service and this concents mainly those in Management and
Supervisory levels. A good example is that when you are enjoying
yourself at a function hosted in the Hotel or catered by the Hotel, these
staff are working. When you have gone holne, these same staff will
be still working. And when you are working, these same staff are
working as well. These abnormal working hours are normal working
hours for those in Management and in Supervisory Level of the Hotel
as all other staff either work normal hours or work shift.
Would USP be able to extend the normal duration of its programmes
(eg. from 3 or so months to say 5 months) to cater for the needs of the
Motel staff? I must stress that these staff are not incapable of
completing courses but it is the unavailability of time left to them after
their abnormal working time to carry on with their programmes leaving
aside what precious time they have left for their ikrnilies. We all
know that for a student to fully absorb and to successfully complete
any programme, they need to spend at least two to three hours a day
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on that programme. Those few in Managetnent and Supervisory level
who have attempted to take up programmes with the USP in the past,
have always unfortunately pulled out halfway through the programmes
with the USP in the past, have always unfortunately pulled out halfway
through the programmes because they simply could not cope with the
demands of the programme, especially the time factor.
One of the criteria that Government has in providing in-service
scholarships is that one must have passed three subjects in a relevant
discipline. This is almost impossible for these staff and how are they
to obtain a scholarship if they cannot find time to complete a
programme simply because of the insufficient time left to thcm, and
even worse not available at the Extension centre!
It is our sincere hope that in your strategic planning, the special case
of the Hospitality Industry, especially those in Management, be
considered as the Industry and its smooth running is vital to the boom
of the Tourism Industry of Tuvalu, of which we are hoping will be
soon. There is no doubt that the influx of tourist will benefit a lot of
our people, as we have witnessed in the few Tourist boats that have
come our way and also with a lot of interest that is being shown to the
Pacific after the launching of the TCSP's Millinenium in ihe South
Seas earlier in the year in Berlin.

R. Finikaso, Vaiaku Lagi Hotel
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TUVALU NATIONAL PROVIDENT FUND
Training Paper
USP Strategic Planning Seminar for Tuvalu
June 10-12, 1997
The TNPF was set up on the 1st April 1984 under the Tuvalu National
Provident Act 1984. The TNPF priine objective is to provide financial
security for wage earners and contributors when retired or when grown
old enough to be unemployable.
'The Fund has grown in size over the past 13 years of operation from
a initial net assets of 1.6 million in 1984 to a net asset of over 8
million at the elid of 1996. There has becn a dramatic increase in the
volume of activities within the organisations over the past 13 years
which can be reflected by the increase in the number of staffs working
for the Fund over the years. 'The number of staffs has increase fiorn
2 in 1984 to 7 in 1997.
Over the past 13 years with the active support of employers TNPF has
provided financial security for its members in retirement benefit,
women's honic benefits, Death benefits etc,. The TNPF has a bright
future potential in becoming a truly unique financial institution which
will grow to become part of our lives.
The Government of Tuvalu is well aware of the fact that for any
economy to grow it has to develop firm strategies in order to achieve
or fulfil its priority programmes. One issue of National priority today
which all of us have witnessed over the past few weeks is the
enhancement of "THE EDUCATION STANDARD" in Tuvalu. This
issue was a major topic discussed thorouglily during the literacy
workshop held in the country last month. This workshop as we have
all witnessed was attended by participants from various sectors of the
Government, private sectors including Cabinet Ministers.
The Education for Life (EFL) programme with its mission to raise
the standard of Education and Training in order to meet the needs of
Individuals, the Community, Organisations, Businesses and the
Government is now a very, very important issue to be addressed
everywhere, at workplaces, at homes or elsewhere and is to be
considered as part of us.
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Over the past recent years our Board of Directors has approved the
TNPF Corporate Plan together with a new Staff Condition of
Service. Both the Corporate Plan and staff conditions of service
stresses and highlights the importance for staff of the Fund to undergo
short and long term training. Training needs for our staff form a major
part of the drive towards achieving efficiency, effectiveness and
professionalism within the organisation in years to come. In a
organisation as TNPF where the trust of its members lies on its
employees who are responsible for ensuring maximum returns are
obtained from the members investment in the fund, it is therefore
crucial that employees of the Fund are given adequate training to
increase their efficiency in carrying out their duties at the same time
maintain the trust from the h n d members as well as from the
community as a wl~ole. With the current shortage of qualified
personnel working in the fund TRAINING OF TNPF EMPLOYEES
IS A MUST.

Training Requirement:
As the General Manager of the TNPF I am pleased to announce that
these training needs exists within our organisation.

Title

Proposed Programnle of Study

1.

Manager Finance

Bachelors Degree or Masters
Degree in Business Administration

2.

Enforcement Officer

Diploma in Accounting Studies

3.

Accounts Officer

Diploma in Accounting Studies

4.

Secretaryflypist

Certificate in Computing Science

5.

Clerical Officer

Certificate in Management Studies

As most of the above mentioned programmes of study are offered at
the University of the South Pacific 1 would like to see that all of the
above training do take place at USP in the near future.
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The Government through its Manpower training department is
requested to take note of our training needs and if necessary be
incorporated into their long term training plans.
I on behalf of the Board and Management of the TNPF would like to
thank everyone including the organisers of this seminar for giving me
the opportunity to air our training needs.

Presented by:
Lagitupu Tuilima
General Manager

A Discussion Paper on Non-Government
Organisations (NGOs)
A Paper Prepared for
Tuvalu's USP Strategic Planning Seminar
10 -12 ,lune 1997

I'repared by Rev. Soarnalie N.'I'. losefh
President, -l'trvalu as so ria ti or^ of' Noo-(;o\ ct-rtrncr~lOrgansat ions
(.l3.,4N(;0)

Alict tilinly years beliintl tllc sccnes, No~i-(;overr~~~ic~~t
O~ganizations(N(iOs) llave come to tlic
li)refi-ont of tleveloptncnt tlieot-y, psi~cticeand dehate increased intetest in tliese osginizatioiis is
Ocing sflowti by acadeniic rcsea~rcl~ers,develol)nlcnt practitioners, donot agencies and tlic
co~nniunityat large. Acadetnic institutions are initiating rcsearcli iirogramrnes and iiroducing a
rapidly gl-owing botly ofp~~blications
wllicli fhcus on NGO isst~es.i7u1-tlier,N<iOs I-eceivemore of
tlie public's attention and ciioney and tlie activities of tlicse organizations appear more fi-erluently
in the tiiedia Multi-lateral donor agencies, such as the World Bank and (JNLII', now liave
departtnecits specifically respotlsihle ht- N<;O relations and llave developed policy statetncnts
wliicli enipl~asiretlie importance of N<;Os. In addition, nortlle~-ngoverntnents are cllanneling ever
gtmater amounts of money tlirough this sector to suppott develop~nentactivities. 'fhc dtatiiatic
explosion it1 the nntnber of NC;Os over recent years is paralleled by the growing recognition of
their critical role in promoting sustainable Iiuciian develop~nent.
Ileftning the term N<;O is difficult, but most people recognize three sectot-s of tlie community the government, husitiess arid tlie NC;O sector. The N<iO sector includes a wide spectrum of selfhelp and advocacy organizations. 'l'hcy are generally characterized as being non-profit, using a
stt-ong volunteer work force and are not self-sewing in aims and related valrics. l'llese
organizations have suddenly found tlieniselves pushed to the leading edge of developtnent
thinking arid practice.
'flie rise in tlie nnniber and proniinence of N<;Os relates lia~tlyto the growing trend towards a
reduction in government provided social welfare progranls fol- its citizens. Recent global
recessions and stagnated economic growth llave made it increasingly niore difiicult for the public
sector to maintain an adequate social safety net. Recognizing that they can no longer have
sulf cient resources to riieet their peoples needs governments are looking for genuine partiiersliips
with the NCiO sector. Donors and developtnent practioners often prefer to use N<;O netwol-ks to
strengthen civil society because they promote participatory grassroots developtilent.

OVERVIEW OF TllE NGO SECTOR IN 'I'UVAI,U
ln 'fuvalu N<iOs play a significant role in the lives of aln~ostevery person. Most people are
members of a Church. which provide services such as edncation, health, poverty alleviation,
holistic develoy~t~lerit
and literacy skills. Other NGOs are involved in areas such as protnoting
wotnens rights and wornens issnes, disability services, disaster preparedness, conimunity
development, sports, small busi~iessdevelopn~ent,lifeskills for youth and nutrition {~rogralns.
Metnhersliip in N<;Os is a natural extension of the traditional 'Iuvaluan concept of conitnunity
solidarity and participation.
Tlrere are linndreds of sniall NGOs operating tlirougl~out'Tuvalu, both in Funafuti and on tlie
outer islands, mainly either Church based or island community based. Advocacy, support and
welfare groups include TANGO, tlie Ked Cross, 'l'UFIlA and the National Council of Wonietr.
'The Scouts, Girl Guides, Boys Brigade, Girls Brigade, youth and sporting groups provide social
skills and citizenshi{). Organizations such as the Clianiber of Comnlerce, l'uvalu Seanians
Association and 'l'ttvalu Fishermans Association provide skills and nienihe~-sl~ip
sul)po~-tservices to
protect the rights of their members.
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'I'ANGO is the rlational utnbt-ellaorganization tbr NGOs in this country. I t was Sor~iicdto itnprove
co-ot-dination and collaboration between NGOs in 'I'nvalu. As a focal point for N<;Os it acts as;
A fotum for members to discuss activities, policies and ti-ainit~g
Aims to assist members to hccotne self-sufficient a~idself-I-eliant
1,iaise wit11 Regional and International 13odies
Assist members with planning at~devaluation
Organize national wol-kst~opsand semina~son N<;O capacity building at~dmanagement skills
I h ~ to
e their limiteci size and resource base most NGOs pet-fat-tn their work with minitnal tr-aining
and in relative isolation from other NGOs. Very few organizations seem able to handle the
increased demands made by donors, governments, and the communities themselves. Many N(;Os
experience deficits in program planning and implementation and require assistance with
conceptualization, program identification, project design, resoul-ce mobilization and t~~anagetncnt,
program delivery, monitoring. evaluation, and pel-fortnance reporting. 'l'hese are essential skills
which must be cultivated if donors and governments are to rely on NGOs as credible
intermediaries. NGO leaders are oRen well awal-e of tlie limitations of tlieir organizations and are
looking for ways to improve overall effectiveness.
For the most part, NGOs understand that participation by all stakeholders is a prerecltlisite for
sustainable development, thus they are becoming stronger advocates on a wide range of
development issues. When critical decisions are being ~tiadeby tlie public and private sectors,
NGOs are playing a central role in mobilizing community reaction and helping people give voice
to their concerns. Despite these efforts NGOs recognize the need for increasing their ability lo
conduct research, engage in public debate, participate in public policy making and influence tlie
allocation of development resources.
The new focus on NGOs brings with it new expectations. The pressure to scale-up and expand
their impact creates new challetiges and new opportunities. 'lo respond to these cliallet~gesthere
is growing recognition that NGOs will need to develop genuine partnerships with donot-s and
governments and receive meaningful support for institutional strengtliening activities. in the past,
concerns have been expressed (by donors and NGOs alike) that organizational deficiencies have
hampered NGO performance. Consequently, this has elevated NGO capacity building to a l ~ i g l ~
priority on the development agenda. Indeed, it has been argued that development assistance
provided through NGOs will ultimately fail if capacity building and organizational strengthening
are neglected.
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EXAMPI,ES OF NGO CAPtlCI7'Y UU1LI)lNG EFFORTS IN TIIE PAClli'l<:
'Ihere are a range of initiatives currently operating in the Pacific designed to add{-essthe need fi)r
NGO strengthening. Some of these activities are not new while othet-s are recently estahlislled otare still in the planning stage. More research is needed to ~mderstarldthe divel-sity of practice and
the overall effectiveness of these strategies. Some of the approaches to N<;O capacity huilding i n
tlle Pacific are:

A sn~allnumber of' NGOs in the f'acific cul-rently relieve grants fsotn vat-ious donors to cover
some, or all, core operating expenses. 'Ihis might be over many yeal-s, or irl other cases it might be
it night be short term (one to five years) with tlie expectation that the NGO will estahlislt
alternative means to cover recurring costs.
2.

The Placenlent of Overseas & Local Volunteers wit11 NGOs

'Shere are many international volunteer organisations who have shifted their focus away fi-om
filling traditional government placetnents and are now attempting to recruit more to the N(;O
sector. In 'Suvalu there is currently one volunteer employect within the NGO sector.
3.

Short 'I'eroi 'I'raini~igActivities

Recently there have been nulnerous training workshops especially designed for the N<;O sector,
covering such topics as proposal writing, fimdraising, financial management, leadership,
community development and strategic planning. In addition, many tertiary level educational
institutions and various formal training organizatio~lsthrougliout the Pacific 0 t h a variety of
short and long term courses for the public which are relevant to the NGO community. In 'Suvalu
this training has included the Mobile Training Unit for Yoi1t11 Leaders and participation in the
Commonwealth Youth Diploma.
4.

NGO Consultancies

At any given time there are numerous consultants in the Pacific providing short term technical
assistance to NGOs. These consultancies are usually palt of a larger government bilateral or
multi-lateral development prqject whicli has an NGO component. For example, tlie use of a WliO
consultant at a recent family planning and reproductive llealth workshop in Tuvalu.

5.

NGO Capacity Building Programs

There are a few recent examples in the Pacific where comprehensive institutional strengthening
programs are being developed by, and for, the NGO sector. 'l'AN<;O hope to investigate this area
as an important area of their service provision to local NGOs.

Vat~iousdo~iot-orga~lizationsare sup[>ortingNGO slaff'excliat~gearid attacl1111entprograllls witllill
the region and overseas. Attachment programs have ))I-ovenespeciirlly I~eneficialas participants
gait1 valuable, practical wot-k experience and the op~)ol-lrrtlityto tielwork with others in tlleil-field,
7.

N<;O Networks

'l'liere are sevel-a1 formal at~dil~fornial N<;O idw works spread througlloc~t tlie f'acific wIiicll
attempt to keep N<;Os abl-east of regional issues and events and which have potential to mobilize
citizens to address their concerns. Well established NGO u~iihrellabodies with furmal networks
with 'l'uvalu NGOs include the Pacific (:ouncil of (:liurclies (PC:(:) based in I'iji, tlie f'acific
Islands Association of N<;Os (I'IANGO) atid The Foutidation of I'eoples of tlie South Pacific. As
well, a group of I'acific women's NGOs have recently agreed to a post-Reijing plan of action
which includes a regional meclianisto to stretigthen natiotial wonlen NGO focal points.

'I'liere are several examples in tlie region of donor initialed elY'orts to sttcngthen tlie institutional
capacity of NGOs. 'l'uvalu lias recently joined the iJNI)I' Partners in l)evelopment t'rogramlne,
now in its second phase, which is currently overseeitig a three palt regional N<iO capacity
building progratn which includes tlie design and publicatioti of 11-aitiingmanuals o n 1,eadcrsliip &
Managetnent, 1;und Raising & Financial Managetilent, and PI-c!jectManagetnent. 'J'11e publicatio~i
of these tnanuals will be followed by I-egio~ialand national level 31-ainingof trait~erswol-kshops"
on NC;O capacity building.
The Commonwealth Fouridation (CIK) recently published and tlistt-ibuted " N i ~ ~ r - ( ; o t ~ c . ~ ~ ~ n i ~ c
Or~(z~tizerlior~s:
(;rridelirr~..s,/i)r
(;no(/ 1'i)l;c).orid I'r(r~Iic~e
". 'I'liis pl~blicatio~i
recotilrnends specific
actions which NC;Os, governments, funders and intcmational agencies can take to promote the
work and impact of NCiOs while fostering better I-elationships between all stakeholders. 111
addition, tlie <:otnmonwealth Foundation lias spo~~sored
several regional workshops using this
pi~blicationand plans to produce study kits to promote the applicatiocl of these guidelines.
POSSIBI,E STIWl'E(;IES FOR NGO CAYACI'I'Y BUI1,I)JNG ill the PACIIiIC
Any new NGO capacity building efforts being developed by IISP need to recognize the mally
innovative approaches currently being tr-ialed thl-ongliout tlie regio~i.It i s strongly suggested that
any additional resources be used to consolidate and coordi~iateexisting initiatives while building
upon and expanding tlie options cl~rretitlyavailable fbr N<iO st]-engll~ening.llltimately, what is
needed are sustainable, culturally appropriate tneclianisms. structures and support systems to
ensure tlie NGO sector becomes, and iremains, a capable atid equal development partiler it1
regional affairs. Atiy program or activity intended to strengthen the NGO sector ~illlsti~ivolve
N<;Os throughout all phases of platlning, imple~iientatio~i,
monitoring arid evaluation atitl reflect a
common set of beliefs and values.

'l'he strategies outlined below could serve as a guideline tbr NGO capacity building activities in
the region. Regardless of tlie methodology, it. is important NGO strengthening initiatives in the
rcgion be well coordinated and ensure optimal use of resources, encourage high levels of
collaboration and provide maxiniuni belletit to N<;Os. Further dialogue acid debate of the ideas
presented here is strongly encouraged. Itopefully (tit-ougll sucli dialogue, pathways to building a
stronger NGO sector will become clearer.
I n terms of educational needs and future traintng recluiremei~tsfor the NGO sector, lJSP could
provide assistance in the following areas,

a) Research
'I'his rniglit include conducting researcli on bellalf of tlie NGO cotiimunity, or providing
technical assistance to enable interested NGOs to develop their own capacity for researcii
and analysis. Topics of particular interest to the NGO sector rnight include: indigenous
approaches to management; tlie characteristics of the NGO community in the Pacific; the
influence of culture on NGO management practice; tlie division of labour within I'acitic
NGOs; NGOs and gender relations/analysis; NGO practice and intellectual property rights;
NGO leadership and ethics in the Pacific; conditions of eniploynient among NGOs in the
region; aid flows to and impact on Pacific NGOs; NGO relationships with stakeholders;
conditions for NGO sustainability etc.

By creating increased opportunities for NGO staf'and stakeholders to get together, share
ideas and exchange information, USP could promote positive dialogue on a wide range of
NGO related issues. These activities could be organized on a regional or national level with
the aim of enhancing cooperation and collaboration between NGOs and their stakeholders
(ie. governments, donors, international developnient agencies and the private sector).
Possible themes could include: the repercussions of the "project approach to development
assistance; leadership & ethics within the NGO community; NGO capacity building; NGO
sustainability; NGO - donor relatiotls; N(iO - government relations; NGO - private sector
relations; NGO policy and practice; and NGO involveriient in cross-sectoral issues such as
the environment, gender, good governance, human resource development, poverty etc.

Workshops could be conducted on a regional, national or local level and provide
opportunities for NGOs to share ideas, exchange information and strengthen their networks
Workshops should use adult learning principles and participatory rnethodologies and could
target
- of
- the specific needs of the NGO corninurlity 'This may include training.in a vast range
skill areas including strategic and corporate planning, organisational development,
fundraising and financial management, hutnan resource development, personnel management,
communication, networking, information management and gender issues Although
workshops could be offered as a one-off activity, they are likely to be more useful if
conducted as a series to ensure the acquisitior~and application of new skills "Training of
trainers" programs could also be included as a component of the USP's worksliop program

d) C'ertrlicatron courses on N(;O Mariagetnent
Management practice within the N(;O sectol needs to devclol) arid adllcre to stl~ict
professional standards. Vor various reasons NGOs liave experienced difliculty r e c r ~ i i t i ~
and
l~
maintaining skilled personnel although tlic sector has the potential to ollier legitimate career
alternatives to the public and private sector. One stt-ategy to address this issue niny he to
dyer N<;O personnel access to relevant, aftbrdable antl flexible courses 011 N(;o
management which lead to accreditation. Sucll cout-ses wonld be best designctl ant1 ta~~glit
it1
collabot-ationwith N G O ~II-actitioners
tl~emselves.
e) NC;O intet:ni~,app~:enticesl~ip
a~ldlield-study progratns for students
l'lie NGO sector in the I'acific is sliort of experienced, appropriately skilled and qualilietl
Iiucnan resources. Offering stl-uctt~redexperiential learning opportunities with NGOs would
not only enable students to utiderstand the itnportant role NGOs play, but expose tlietii to
tlie values and beliefs which distinguish these organizations from other institutions. in
exchange, interns and practicurn students could provide organizations with ~nucllneeded
assistance in identified areas. Such practical training opportunities woultl inct-ease the
likelihood these students tnay seek employment or donate volunteer liours to tlie N<;O
sector in the future.
t) Infotmat~onclcaringllouse for NGOs

lJSf' could serve as a cleari~igllouseof infot-nration on a range of N G O related issues ant1
concerns. For examp!e, they could honse a compr-ehensive database of NGOs and their
activities throughout the Pacific. It could publish and disseminate donor directories,
cot~~ti~unity
resource guides and training manuals. It could also store an extensive collection
of resource materials on NGO management to be accessed by organizations as needed. 'I'lle
USP could publish and/or circulate regular newsletters to keep people infornled of regional
issues and N(i0 responses, upcoming events and opportunities for further N(;O
involventent.
g) !Yetw~~klng.rlnd
re~ource~nlobilization
tJSP could play
a
leading
resout-ces to
. .
-. role in mobilizing
- huniati, financial and technolo~ical
address the capacity needs of NGOs in tlie region. It could gather and distribute information
on NGO capacity building programs around the worldand stay in contact with individuals
and organizations involved in this field.
11) Mobl!e lea~n-of
.
. in organkaliona! developlnenl
USP could employ, or engage as needed, a team of highly competent individuals skilled in
the area of organizational development. These specialists could respond to requests fix
assistance by individual NGOs toward the goal of helping organizations assess and solve
their own problems. Mobile team members would need to be readily available to work with
organizations in developing capacity building plans and providing assistance with
implementation as needed. Consequently, these specialists would spend most of their time in
the field working with organizations, and where possible, mobilize local resources or
facilitate assistance from other sources.
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USP STRATEGIC PLANNING SEMINAR

HELD ON 10-12 JUNE 1997
POST SECONDARY 1NSTITUTlONS
Naltala Nia

Introduction
Tuvalu is very unique in many ways given its good geographical
isolation and renioteness, the size of its population, its physical
smallness and as well as being heavily dependent on the mercy of the
aid donors for both capital and technical assistance. The only two
post-secondary institutions in the country are: the Tuvalu Maritime
School and the USP Centre. Education and Training at tertiary level
are made available by providing scholarships to a limited number of
Tuvalu citizens to undertake studies tenable in various countries such
as Fiji, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Kiribati, W. Samoa, New Zealand and
Australia. Very few Tuvaluans have the opportunities to pursue
postgraduate studies.
The selection for overseas scholarships has been based on strictly
academic merit criteria. Apparently this reinforces strongly academic
orientation of secondary education in Tuvalu. This orientation has
influenced a concentration of scholarships to more academically
t
to consider placing students in more
oriented programs, b ~ t neglecting
vocationally oriented tertiary programs.
The limited number of places at tertiary institutions and the availability
of funding are obvious constraints in the attempt to reinforce a
concentration of scholarships to more vocationally oriented programs.
More young men prefer seamanship to other vocational programs
because of the opportunity of overseas employment.
Upper Secondary
School leavers who are considered academically potential may be

placed in a variety of secondary schools in Fiji or New Zealand. In
1990- I993 some were placed in two Australian high schools. Australia
and New Zealand are regarded as desirable particularly because of
their English milieu. I'erhaps the applicants may have the perception
that the quality of education is higher in New Zealand and Australia.
Thc quality of secondary schools in Fiji is in fact variable, many
students who enter at Forin 6 have to repeat Form 6 or even repeat
Form 5. Normally this is determined by the schools, at one instance
the sponsors influenced the decision, that is, New Zealand preferred
placing the students in Form 6 while AusAID demanded all student to
repeat Form 5. Arguably most schools recommended that students
taking pure science must repeat Form 5 and those in the art stream can
enter Form 6.
The limited number of places available in the preferred secondary
schools in Fiji is becoming a major problern. Aus AID and NZ have
their own preferences, Table I . l and Table 1.2 clearly show the
distribution of students this year in various schools. A great number
of students at Fulton College is a clear-cut indication that there is little
chance to secure placements at other secondary schools.
Table 1.1: Form 6 Students at Secondary Schools
in Fiji and New Zealand 1997
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Table 1.2: Form 7 Students at Secondary Schools
in Fiji and New Zealand 1997

Tertiary Education
Tertiary education is norrnally undertaken at tertiary institutions
overseas. The sponsored students upon completion of their secondary
education are often directed to tertiary programs for which they have
been initially ear-marked. Some may have decided to change their
programs, in such situation the Manpower Planning and Scholarship
Committee may consider on case-by-case basis, on their merits and in
consultation with the relevant sponsor. New Zealand nor~nallygives
a second chance at both secondary and tertiary level. AusAID on the
other hand , does not allow a second chance at the secondary level, but
at the tertiary level a second chance [nay be either permitted to have
an extension or with downgrading. These changes of programs may
have caused shortfalls in national manpower requirements.
Teachers Training College
All our teachers have their teacher training outside of Tuvalu, in the
past years some were trained in Kiribati, W. Samoa and Fiji. We
discontinue sending students to Kiribati and W. Samoa for some valid
reasons: (a) I-Kiribati is commonly used as niediuin of instruction at
Tarawa Teachers College; and (b) there is no boarding facility in W.
Sarnoa Teachers College. In the last two years we had some
difficulties in placing our students at Lautoka Teachers College,
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basically because our candidates did not meet the minimum eligibility
criteria. In Table 2.1 you can see there are some students in Tonga,
Solomon Islands and Fiji, for this year we could have sent more to
Tonga but lack of boarding facilities prevent us to do so. Most likely
we will continue sending our teacher trainees to teachers training
colleges in Fiji and Solomon Islands.
Table 2.1: No. of Tuvalu Students at Teachers Training
Institutions 1997

It is now realised that more teachers for both primary and secondary
schools should be trained so that all schools throughout the country
will no longer experience shortage of staff. The upgrading of teachers
is essentially important, it reinforces their professional commitment and
morale, and no doubt will maintain a reasonable standard of education
we all anticipate.
Nursing Training Schools
Before Tuvalu became independent all our nurses were trained at the
Tarawa School of Nursing. Fiji School of Nursing, since Tuvalu
became an independent nation, is the main institution where our nurses
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are trained. At one occasion, we explore the possibility of placing four
young ladies at the Catholic Nursing School in Papua New Guinea.
These four ladies finally completed their training, the school was then
recognised as a good venue for nursing training, but the Fiji School of
Nursing is more convenient to us and as well to the sponsors. In
March this year, see Table 2.2, three graduated with Diploma in
Nursing, two in Year 1 and another three in Year 2.
Table 2.2: Tuvalu Students at Fiji School of Nursing/Schools of
Medicine (Fiji & PNG) 1997

School of Medicine
Within the first decade of independence, about more than 10 Tuvaluan
doctors who were available to serve in the country. Tuvalu did not
experience shortage of doctors. Some of them remained in Kiribati
working there until retirement and in (he late 1980s the majority of the
doctors either retired or resigned. At this point the Government
realised that lack of doctors in the country would become a serious
problem.
For many years since 1986, Tuvalu has to rely on UNDP Volunteers
Scheme to recruit a surgeon. The retired local doctors are being reemployed on contract basis. It may take another 3-4 years for a local
doctor to become a qualified surgeon. Table 2.2 shows that we have
about nine students are currently pursuing studies in Fiji and PNG.
Also two have completed their medicine programs, one of them is in
New Zealand undertaking specialised training in surgery and the other
one is now back in the country working in the hospital.
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Technical Institutions
Fiji Institute of Technology is the main technical institution where we
send most of our students for technical training. The Centre for
Appropriate Technology and Development is another institution we
consider as a most appropriate venue for training. Solomon Islands
College of Higher Education is also regarded as a destination of choice
for Business Studies programs. Table 2.3 shows the various technical
programs undertaken by our students at these technical institutions.
Table 2.3: Tuvalu Students at Technical Institutions in Fiji and
Solomon Islands 1997.
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Not many students in the past enrolled in eithcr polytechnics in New
Zealand or TAFE in Australia. There are very few of them enrolled
at polytechnics in New Zcaland or TAFE in Australia. There are very
few of them enrolled at polytechnics in New Zealand under the
Aotearoa Scholarship Scheme and at TAFE in Australia under the
ADCOS program. We do not have the actual data available at hand,
but we know that there are few undertaking studies at this tertiary level
in New Zealand and Australia.
University of the South Pacific
Tuvalu in the late 1970s throughout 1980s relied on USP in providing
Preliminary and Foundation programmes in which some had the
benefits of being exposed to USP at this level.
When these
prograrnines were phased out on-campus, except the Foundation
Science, placements for students at this level were sought at secondary
schools in Fiji, New Zealand and Australia. The fees of Form 7 at
secondary schools are far less expensive than funding students at
Foundation Science at the USP, inevitably the sponsors preferred to
place students at secondary schools.
Quite recently there is a substantial increase in the number of Tuvalu
students enrolled at USP, especially more in-service than the preservice. In future we will continue to send more students. both inservice and pre-service as well. The number of students enrolled at
USP this year, see Table 3.1, which clearly illustrates the total
enrolment and the various programmes they have enrolled
Table 3.1: Tuvalu Students Enrolment at USP
UndergraduateIPostgraduate Studies 1997
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Other Universities
Less than 20 Tuvaluans currently studying at some universities abroad.
It is our expectation that opportu~iitiesshould be given to any Tuvaluan
who is potential and interested to pursue postgraduate studies. Funding
for those who arc currently undertaking postgraduate programmes,
(PI-ID & Masterates), basically is prov~dedunder the Cotnmonwealth
Fellowship and Scholarship schemes and other Postgraduate
scholarships schemes for postgraduate programmes tenable in these
countrics. The undergraduates shown in Table 3.2 are those students
who enter universities straight after completion of their secondary
education in NZ and Australia.
Table 3.2: Tuvalu Students in other Countries
Undergraduate/Postgraduate Studies 1997
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Conclusion
'The opportunities for tertiary education and training are mainly
controlled and determined by the level of funding provided by the
traditional donors, (NZ, AusAID & CFTC) and the available places
offered for Tuvalu by tertiary institutions in the neighbouring countries.
Strong emphasis on acadeniic tnerit criteria is a significant contributing
factor which has influenced a concentration of scholarships to Inore
academically oriented programs. The sponsors' preference is to place
our students in the regional tertiary institutions, however, Tuvalu is
particularly interested to place the students to technical institutions in
NZ and Australia. Such policy imposed by the donors gives us very
little chance to make a choice.
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USP STRATEGIC PLANNING SEMINAR
VAIAKU LAGI, FUNAFUTI
12 JUNE 1997
lntroduction

Chairperson 1 wish to first of all say 'Talofa koutou katoa.'
Secondly I want to thank the Director of Education, Mr P e n e h ~ ~ r o
Haurna for the honour given to me to prepare and present this paper
on this occasion.
Ladies and gentlemen, this paper is focused on educational needs and
future training requirements of the Tuvalu parents.

I must at this stage state that I am legally married person with a
beautiful wife, five children one of whom has been to the University
of the South Pacific and eight grandchildren.
The two important questions are:
a.

What are the educational needs and future training
requirements for the children?
The children's educational needs are that they be given a good
education at all levels - home, primary, secondary and tertiary

To put these needs into action the University of the South Pacific's
responsibility starts at the Form 7 level. The problem is that there is
no Form 7 in Tuvalu. To eliminate this problen~ the Tuvalu USP
Centre should be made to cater for the needs of Form 7. The diploma
and degree levels remains as they are now.
The other problem is that of insufficient teachers. This could be done
away with id the teaching of teachers could be done in Tuvalu with the
help from USP to set the teacher college on its feet. This will be of
great benefit to Tuvalu as the teachers will be trained in the right
environment, Tuvalu. This problem of shortage of teachers will
continue for awhile and again the parents are concerned about this
delay in bringing the number of teachers to the right level. The
parents look to the USI' for help in eliminating this problem. We

parents feel the numbers of teachers and look to the USP for help in
eliminating this problem which is beyond the know how of we parents
in Tuvalu. The other problem is that we parents are concerned about
the time that the responsibility to look after Form 7 will become the
responsibility of Tuvalu as we know this has been the case in other
countries of the South Pacific USP Region.
Although this looks like a problem it has some good points for Tuvalu
as when the USP Centre is fully equipped to take Form 7 students the
parents will have the benefit of their children being trained in Tuvalu
and the Government will save some money in students being trained
here in Funafuti and Vaitupu Islands.
The educational needs and training requirements of parents will be
nlostly the upgrading of their knowledge in their professions for those
who are employed. For those who are unemployed and the majority
of parents are in this category need training in traditional lnethods of
gardening and in the traditional art of mat, fan, and basket weaving,
and in the methods of preparing and baking of Tuvalu foods.
In conclusion I feel the educational needs and training requirements of
the parents of Tuvalu can be achieved by upgrading the USP Centre
to cater for the Form 7 students and the establishment of a Teacher
Training College in the Motufoua High School area using some of the
facilities that are being built there.

Sir Toaripi Lauti
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A PAPER PREPARED FOR
TUVALU USP STRATEGIC PLANNING SEMINAR
10-12 June 1997
Prepared by Mrs Siuila Toloa
Parents Representative
Introduction
As Tuvalu is a co-owner of the University of the South Pacific (USP)
I seriously recognise USP important role played on education for our
people at all levels within our inember countries. All sectors on the
national level are seriously committed to the development of education
both at its national level as well as providing the necessary support in
areas that could help to improve USP's commitinents and services.
Our inputs to this seminar will consider as what to include in its
Strategic Plan for the next ten years ahead.
This paper tries to analyse and to raise some important issues from
views from parents, students, Pre-schools and Women just to generate
some constructive discussions to assist the management develop
guidelines and strategies for USP Strategic Plan.

(I)

USP Mission

In the context of the USP, these are made clear in the Charter as: the
maintenance, advancement, and dissemination of knowledge by
teaching, consultancy and research and otherwise the provision at
appropriate levels of education and training responsive to the wellbeing and needs of the coinmunities of the member countries.
Evaluation of USP Services
We do appreciate USP Services in inost of its educational development
but also there are some who are not yet trenched or very little efforts
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has been drawn to as:-

..
.

.
.

to carry out a major review of USP Services at all level.
USP to do more researches and visits
a review of the South Pacific Board for Educational
Assessment.
a research on our Women Health eg. Cervical Screening
etc.
USP to consider seriously upgrading its facilities to make
its courses accessible and attractive.

School Upgrading

.

..
..
..

USP to upgrade the skills and professional qualifications
of our teacher who have no further training
Pre-school courses for Pre-school teachers
Teachers quality
Keview educational system
USP representatives at Management Level eg. Pre-school
committee
Dropout from primary school
Could USP provide educational materials or facilities for
pre-school

Parents & Womens Concerns

USP to accommodate the need for training our students
dropped out from Primary School and Secondary School
Level - like TTI
Availability of courses for wives of our USP Students eg
Women in Development, Pre-School Teachers Course.
Cervical Screening Project
Comparison of Courses undertaken at USP by sex-subject
Home Economic Courses
International MeetingIRegional Meetings
Recommendations to assist the follow up workshops
USP to continue running types of workshop like jewellery
making workshop under continuing Education
USP to run workshop or legal rights and using our legal
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.

rights training officers as resource people
Intertraining for women at grassroot level on skilled
training eg. weaving, baskets, traditional colour etc.

USP Students Concerns

..

..

Differences of allowances from donors
USP to consider seriously upgrading its facilities and
resources
USP to offer training for our doctors and not rely on FSM
USP to offer training for teachers and nurses

New Suggested Initiatives

..
..

A school of Medicine for our doctors
Teachers Training College
Courses to upgrade the standard of Nurses
Courses on Nutrition

Conclusions and Recommendations
The paper had identified several issues for USP to consider in its
upcoming Strategic Plan for the next year some of the
recominendations are as follows:

.

.

.
.

that the USP should help with researches into areas raised
or identified by any requested institutions
that USP to undertake major review of USP Services at all
level
that USP to undertake a Reach on Health Problems of
people living in atolls
that USP to work out a school for medicine for our doctors
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TUVALU STIiATEGIC PLANNING SEMINAR
PARENTSISTUDENTS
Introduction

Education is prioritised by leaders o f Government, non-government
organisations and the private sector as crucial and vital for their
intcnded manpower. It is generalised that education whether taught in
the class rooms (academic), learnt at home (cultural norms and values)
and other enable people to live and mingle with each other
harmoniously.

I would like very much to see that youths o f today be exposed to the
type o f education mentioned above, so that they will turn out to be
good and productive citizens, and thus contribute (positively) to the
development o f the country.
From my own observation and generalisations the University o f the
South Pacific is set up to achieve some o f these aspirations. It is also
important to note that spiritual growth is another important factor that
leaders emphasise.

Word of Thanks

I wish to express my sincere thanks and gratitude to the founder(s) o f
the University o f the South Pacific and to all those who have worked
and contributed to its establishment. The University o f the South
Pacific is now more than 25 years old and has grown and made its
mark in the Pacific Region and in the world so to speak.
I am confident that I , like many other parents in Tuvalu and in the
Pacific would like to acknowledge with pride what the University o f
the South Pacific (USP) has been able to offer our children. Many
Tuvalu graduates from USP have come home with their diplomas and
degrees and worked in Tuvalu. Most o f them hold and have senior
positions in the Government and the private sector. Their contribution
to the growth o f our country economically and maybe socially too is
immense.
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The establishment of the USP Centre in Tuvalu is another good thing
that USP administrators have come up with - bringing USP to our
doorstcp. It is good to note that many are making good use of this
opportunity.
I lowever our USP Centre does not have the facility and maybe staffing
too to enable it to offer courses to students wishing to study Science.
Could USP administrators look into this and if possible make it
accessible to our students studying at "home"?
On the issues

I believe that the programtnes of study IJSP offers through its different
school:
School of Agriculture (SOA)
School of I turnanity (SOH)
School of Law (SOL)
School of Pure and Applied Science (SPAS)
School of Social and Economic Development (SSED)
serve the requirements in terms of training that the government, nongovernment and the private sector wish for their manpower, and at the
same satisfying the aspirations that parents have for their children.

I applaud the efforts the lecturers who have worked hard and diligently
to teach, lecture and mould students from Tuvalu and from the Pacific
Region into what they come out of USP with their acquired
qualifications.
Ilowever, not all those who entered USP manage to successfully
complete their programme of study, and fhr this and other things that
1 get from my own observations regarding USP and developments I
wish to raise the following issues for us to consider and deliberate on:
orientation programmes to be run at the home countries for
all new or first year students at the USP. The planning
stage of such programmes to involve ideas and suggestions
from the Government, the USP and parents.

-

to enforce restrictions on the freedom given to students, to
mention one that I am aware and that is of paramount
concern to me, is hearing that fernale students can access
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male students living quarters any time they wish;
-

that religion norrns and practices be strengthened. Is
there a link between the Pacific Theological College, the
Pacific Regional Seminary? If not, wo~tldit be possible
for USP to establish a link with these colleges?

Conclusion

I wish to again express my thanks to the USP administration for this
seminar and especially for the presence of USP officials as resource
people at this seminar. For the latter tank you for your contributions,
I hope that we have deliberated on at this seminar you will find useful
to your work and to the USP as a whole.
My apologies if there are issues contained in this paper that you may
find irrelevant, however it is how I feel as a parent as an observer that
I wish to bring to your notice given this opportunity.
God bless this seminar in Jesus Christ Name our Lord and Saviour

Rev. Iosia Taomia
Parent

